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& By&virtue&of&encoding&and&transferring&hereditary&information,&nucleic&acids&effectively& represent& the& blueprint& for& life& as& we& know& it.& & Given& the& biological&relevance& of& this& class& of& polymers,& it& comes& as& no& surprise& that& scientists& are&constantly& striving& to& reach& a& greater& understanding& of& the& innumerable& genetic&corridors&contained&within&the&human&genome.& &This&has&led&to&the&rational&design&and& synthesis& of& numerous& nucleoside& analogues& in& an& attempt& to& alter& and&subsequently&control&native&nucleic&acid&structure&and&function.&
& The&first&attempts&at&harnessing&the& latent&abilities&of&DNA&are&described& in&Chapter&2.& &Multiple& tetrahedral&branching& “hubs”&were&designed,& synthesized&and&characterized,&at&which&point&singleGstranded&DNA&could&be&elongated&from&each&of&the& four&points& of& origin.& & Ensuing&hybridization& studies&were&performed&with& the&goal& that& the& binding& traits& of& these& elongated& tetrahedral& lattices& could& be&monitored,&and&that&fully&formed&lattices&could&potentially&function&as&means&of&drug&encapsulation&or&molecular&tethering.&
& Chapter& 3& describes& direct& alteration& of& the& standard& DNA& backbone.&&Successive& synthetic& efforts& towards& creating& a& 6’Gextended& deoxyadenosine&
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! A! twoKdimensional! view! reveals! a! more! simplified! view! of! the! DNA!components! (Figure! 1.2).! ! Within! each! ssDNA! monomer! exist! three! main!components:!!the!nucleobase!(of!which!there!are!four!primary!species),!the!pentose!sugar!(2’KdeoxyKDKribose)!and!the!phosphate!moieties!that!help!form!the!backbone.!
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Figure!1.3:!!Standard!numbering!of!purine!(left)!and!pyrimidine!(right)!nucleobases.5!! As! mentioned! previously,! another! vital! component! of! DNA! is! the! fiveKmembered! heterocyclic! sugar.! ! The! 2’KdeoxyKDKribose! sugar! in! DNA! effectively!serves! as! the! branching! point! between! the! nucleobases! and! phosphodiester!backbone,!and!its!conformation!also!helps!dictate!the!threeKdimensional!structure!of!ssDNA!(Figure!1.4).!
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! When!a!nucleobase!is!coupled!to!a!sugar!the!resultant!molecule!is!known!as!a!nucleoside.! !Given!the!degrees!of!freedom!of!the!nucleobaseKsugar!bond,!as!well!as!the!two!planes!of!bonding!relative!to!the!sugar,!it’s!possible!for!multiple!nucleoside!conformations! to! exist.! ! It’s! known,! however,! that! the!bonding!preference! is! for! a!conformation! that! is! both!beta! (β)! and!anti! about! the!C1’KN9! (purine)! and!C1’KN1!(pyrimidine)!glycosidic!bond!(Figure!1.5).!
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! The! final! ssDNA! component! shown! in! Figure! 1.2! is! the! phosphodiester!backbone.! ! In! addition! to! serving! as! linkages! between! the! 2’Kdeoxyribose! sugars,!phosphate!groups!are!also!known!to!be!resistant!to!exogenous!nucleophiles!such!as!water.11!!They!can!also!be!recognized!and!hydrolyzed!through!enzymatic!mediation,!a!vital!trait!when!it!comes!to!DNA!repair.12!
1.2!DNA!Duplex!Characteristics!
1.2.1!Forces!Driving!DNA!Duplex!Formation!
! Due! to! the! asymmetry! of! the! phosphodiester! backbone! (Figure! 1.2),! there!exist!two!distinct!concluding!points!on!each!ssDNA!oligomer!–!the!5’Kphosphate!and!3’Khydroxyl! termini.! ! However,! duplex! formation! between! two! complementary!strands! of!DNA!must! occur! in! an! antiparallel! fashion! such! that! the! 3’Kterminus! of!one!strand!is!opposite!the!5’Kterminus!of!the!other,!and!vice!versa!(Figure!1.6).!!This!specific!coordination!allows!for!concurrent!genomic!replication,!a!feat!that!would!be!impossible!if!the!polarity!of!both!strands!aligned.13!
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!
Figure!1.6:!!A!simplified!view!of!the!antiparallel!nature!of!a!DNA!duplex.14!! The!main!factor!that!draws!two!lengths!of!ssDNA!together!is!their!baseKpair!complementarity.!!It’s!been!noted!above!that!there!exist!four!distinct!nucleobases!in!DNA!(five!total,!including!the!RNA!base!uracil),!but!their!ability!to!hydrogen!bond!in!a!complete!and!specific!manner!is!what!dictates!whether!two!strands!can!ultimately!form!a!duplex.! !During!DNA!renaturation,!small!tracts!of!complementary!bases!can!recognize!one!another,! functioning!as!nucleation!sites!and!anchors! for!subsequent!annealing.15!!The!standard!base!pairs!seen!in!DNA!are!shown!below!(Figure!1.7).!
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!
Figure!1.7:!!Standard!DNA!baseKpairing!exists!between!guanine!(G)!and!cytosine!(C)!nucleobases,!as!well!as!adenine!(A)!and!thymine!(T)!nucleobases.16!! The!GKC!base!pair!forms!due!to!hydrogen!bonds!between!the!O6,!N1!and!N2!of! G!with! the! N4,! N3! and! O2! of! C,! respectively.! ! The! AKT! base! pair! forms! due! to!hydrogen!bonding!interactions!between!the!N6!of!A!and!O4!of!T,!along!with!the!N1!of!A!and!N3!of!T.! !As!the!GKC!base!pair!forms!three!hydrogen!bonds!relative!to!the!two!of!AKT,!it!stands!as!the!stronger!bonding!pair.!
Another!necessary!requirement!for!duplex!formation!is!the!mitigation!of!the!negatively! charged! phosphate! groups.! ! As! shown! in! Figure! 1.2,! each! phosphate!group!in!DNA!contains!an!oxyanion,!resulting!in!a!highly!negatively!charged!species.!!Without! the! presence! of! a! counterion,! both! intraK! and! intermolecular! repulsion!would! preclude! DNA! from! forming! a! duplex.! ! Simple! addition! of! cations! such! as!magnesium,!sodium!and!potassium!has!proven!to!aid!in!duplex!formation.17!
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! !Finally,! the!spacing!patterns! in!duplexed!DNA!allow!for!external!molecules!to!act!upon!certain!functionalities!of!the!internal!baseKpairing!core.!!Given!the!helical!nature!of!DNA,!the!winding!of!the!complementary!strands!occurs!in!a!fashion!so!as!to!allow!for!two!distinct!persistent!fissures,!noted!as!the!major!and!minor!grooves!(Figure!1.9).!
!








! Thus! far! many! of! the! explanatory! measures! above! (2’Kendo! sugar! pucker,!major!and!minor!groove!interactions)!have!described!BKform!DNA,!which!is!viewed!as!the!standard!DNAKDNA!duplex.!!As!revealed!by!crystallographic!measures,!BKform!DNA! is! also!defined!by! several! other! characteristics.22! ! These! include,! but! are!not!limited!to!nucleosides!existing!in!the!antiKconformation,!a!helical!rise!per!baseKpair!of!3.4!Å!(and!therefore!10!base!pairs!per!each!3.4Knm!helical!turn),!and!also!a!rightKhanded!formation!which!prefers!a!larger!relative!humidity.!!Other!qualifiers!include!relatively! equal! depths! of! the! major! and! minor! grooves! (8.5! Å! and! 8.2! Å!
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respectively),!and!a!nearly!twoKfold!difference!between!their!widths!(11.6!Å!and!6.0!Å!respectively).23!
! Another! known! helical! structure! is! the! AKform! assembly,! which! is! also! a!rightKhanded!helix.!!It’s!more!compact!relative!to!BKform!DNA,!with!a!smaller!baseKpair!rise!(2.5!Å)!and!11!base!pairs!per!turn!(2.8!nm).!!This!tightly!packed!formation!also! results! in!drastically!different!major! and!minor! grooves,!with! a!much!deeper!major!groove!(13.0!Å!versus!2.6!Å!for!the!minor!groove),!and!a!much!wider!minor!groove!(11.1!Å!versus!2.2!Å!for!the!major!groove).!!Continuing,!the!sugar!pucker!is!reversed!in!AKDNA,!with!a!3’Kendo!conformation!versus!the!2’Kendo!pucker!seen!in!BKDNA.!!AKform!DNA!is!seen!most!commonly!in!RNAKDNA!and!RNAKRNA!duplexes.24!






! As!mentioned!previously!(Figure!1.2),!there!exist!three!main!components!of!nucleic!acids:!!the!sugar,!the!nucleobase!and!the!phosphodiester!backbone.!!As!such,!when! it! comes! to! transforming! nucleosides,! it’s! unsurprising! that! these! represent!three!distinct!modification!sites.!!Alteration!to!the!phosphodiester!backbone!of!DNA!will!be!covered!in!detail!in!Chapter!3,!so!this!section!will!focus!on!modifications!to!the!nucleobase!and!sugar.!
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! Simple! addition! of! an! amine! moiety! to! the! 2Kposition! of! the! adenine! base!yields!the!more!functionalized!2,6Kdiaminopurine!(DAP).!!This!subtle!change!allows!for!a!third!hydrogen!bond!between!the!C2Kamine!of!DAP!and!C2Koxygen!of!thymine,!thereby!enhancing!the!stability!of!the!base!pair!(Figure!1.12).!!It’s!been!shown!that!!Cyanophage! SK2L! takes! advantage! of! this! higher! level! of! stability,! as! it! has! been!found!to!use!DAPKnucleosides!instead!of!2’Kdeoxyadenosine.27!
!
Figure!1.12:!!A!DAPKthymine!base!pair!contains!an!additional!hydrogen!bond.!! Other! simple! modifications! to! the! canonized! quartet! of! adenine,! guanine,!cytosine!and!thymine!(and!their!corresponding!nucleosides)!have!been!reported!as!well.! ! 5’Kmethylcytidine! has! known! origin! in! plants! and! bacteria,! and! has! been!previously! isolated! from!E.'coli.28! ! Xanthosine,! an! inosine!derivative!with! an! extra!carbonyl! moiety! in! the! 2Kposition! is! a! known! intermediate! in! production! of!caffeine.29!!7Kmethylguanosine!has!been!isolated!from!human!urine!and!is!believed!to!potentially!function!as!a!biomarker!for!certain!types!of!cancer.30!












































! In!order!to!perform!DNAKbased!studies,!it’s!crucial!to!have!a!robust!means!of!propagation.! !Molecular!cloning!is!arguably!the!predominant! in'vitro!methodology,!generally!affording! recombinant!DNA! in!an!appreciable!yield.37! !Polymerase! chain!reaction! ! (PCR)! is! a! newer! technique! that! can! take! a! few! strands! of! DNA! and!ultimately!generate!a!quantity!several!orders!of!magnitude!higher.38! ! In!PCR,!DNA!duplexes!are!constantly!denatured!and!replicated!through!use!of!a!thermally!stable!polymerase!enzyme!(ex.!Taq!polymerase)!that!can!survive!the!heating!process.!
! While! these! methods! are! useful! for! gaining! large! amounts! of! potentially!lengthy! DNA,! they! lack! the! ability! to! incorporate! any! sort! of! nonKnatural!functionality.! ! Continuing,!while! standard! solution! phase!methodologies! allow! for!insertion!of!nonKnatural!nucleosides,!the!successive!reactions!would!necessitate!an!
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untenable! amount! of! purification.! ! This! would! render! synthesis! of! even! a! short!oligomer!as!a!timeKconsuming!process.!
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! The!concept!of!ordered!nucleic!acid!complexes!that!can!supersede!standard!conformations!is!nothing!new!to!the!scientific!community.!!On!the!genetic!level,!it’s!well! known! that! chromosomal! DNA! is! compacted! due! to! a! controlled,! circular!arrangement! around! histone! proteins,! thereby! forming! the! nucleosome!superstructure.1! !Another! example! is! the! “GKquadruplex”! arrangement! adopted!by!guanineKrich!sequences!(in!both!DNA!and!RNA)!in!the!presence!of!a!metal!cation.2!!Continuing,!ssRNA!is!known!to!adopt!a!specific!tertiary!structure!that!allows!for!it!to!play!a!pivotal!role!in!protein!synthesis!as!transfer!RNA!(tRNA).3!
! The! desire! to! comprehend! and! subsequently! harness! the! ability! to! create!these!molecular! scaffolds! is! understandable,! given! the! biological! relevance! of! the!monomers!in!question.! !As!such,!conformers!of!RNA!have!been!probed!in!order!to!understand!the!kinetics!and!potential!folding!triggers.4K6!!Likewise,!analysis!has!also!been!performed!in!order!to!gauge!additional!variants!to!the!commonly!accepted!A,!B!and!ZKforms!of!DNA.7!
! It!should!therefore!come!as! little!surprise!that! in'vitro!efforts!represent! the!next! step! towards! understanding! and! utilizing! nonKnatural! nucleic! acid!superstructures! in! order! to!perform!a!wide!multitude!of! biochemical! tasks.! ! Solid!phase! synthesis! allows! for! the! ability! to! mass! produce! the! requisite! nucleic! acid!
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strands,!which!can!then!also!be!combined!with!organically!synthesized!molecules!to!be! used! in! a! variety! of! ways.! ! The! section! below!will! attempt! to! provide! a! brief!summary!of!these!pertinent!endeavors.!
2.1.2!Previous!Efforts!Towards!Nucleic!Acid!Molecular!Assemblies!
! Seeman! and! associates! have! been! amongst! the! foremost! pioneers! into! the!world!of!nucleic!acid!molecular!assemblies.!!His!rational!design!and!usage!of!double!crossover! (DX)! DNA! enabled! formation! of! nanoscale! assemblies! that! could! be!visualized! using! atomic! force! microscopy! (Figure! 2.1).8! ! Similar! techniques! were!utilized!where! the!crossover!patterns!were!regulated! to! form!repeating! triangular!motifs,!which!could!then!be!propagated!and!studied.9!!!
!
Figure!2.1:!!The!simplest!way!to!form!DX!DNA!with!strands!of!the!same!polarity.10!In!an!analogous!manner,!a!controlled!BKform!to!ZKform!DNA!transition!of!DX!crossover!duplexes!was!used!to!bring!two!attached!fluorescent!dye!molecules!closer!together,! a! feat! which! was! monitored! by! fluorescence! resonance! energy! transfer!spectroscopy.11!!In!another!example!of!a!microassembly,!a!DNA!tiling!technique!was!
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utilized!in!conjunction!with!an!attached!tetraphenylporphyrin!derivative!in!order!to!create! a! “tunnel,”!which! could! then!be!used! as! a! nanoscale! scaffold.12! ! Continuing!this! trend! of! functionalization,! DX! motifs! were! modified! to! terminate! in! a! selfKcleaving! DNAzyme! hairpin! that! could! be! triggered! by! the! presence! of! copper! (II)!ions.13!
Another!example!of!nucleic!acid! functionalization! is!Szostak’s!use!of!ssDNA!as!an!aptamer.14! !By!virtue!of! screening!a! large!pool!of! sequences,!he!was!able! to!discover!which!ones!could!fold!into!a!desired!conformation,!and!could!then!isolate!them!using!a!DNA!affinity!column.!!He!was!also!able!to!discover!a!conserved!18Kmer!sequence!that!could!potentially!fold!into!a!stemKloop!structure.!!Similarly,!RNA!was!found! to! form! 3D! aptamers,! which! could! then! target! specific! proteins! using! the!“presenter!protein!strategy.”15!
Mirkin!and!associates!took!another!step!forward!by!using!thiolated!ssDNA!in!conjunction!with!gold!nanoparticles,!as!sulfur!and!gold!are!known!to!have!a!strong!binding!affinity!(a!fact!which!is!of!direct!relevance!to!the!work!shown!below).16!!One!example!includes!separating!DNAKbound!gold!particles!of!differing!sizes!by!virtue!of!using!their!respective!duplex!melting!points.17!!By!changing!the!sequences!of!ssDNA!attached! to! the! gold! nanoparticles,! it! was! also! shown! that! crystallographic!arrangements!could!be!ordered!as!desired.18!
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Given! the! controllable! and! programmable! nature! of! nucleic! acids,! it’s! no!surprise! the! work! noted! above! is! far! from! totally! inclusive.! ! With! that! said,! it!represents!a!great! snapshot!of! the!designs!of!and!uses! for!nucleic!acid!constructs.!!The! next! section! continues! with! the! description! of! another! family! of! DNA!superassemblies.!!
2.1.3!Synthesis!of!MultiTArm!Metal!Centered!DNA!Conjugates!
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! Of!particular!relevance!to!the!work!presented!in!the!following!sections!is!the!nickelKcyclam! hub! shown! in! Figure! 2.2KB.! ! Following! synthesis! of! the! metalKcontaining! branching! ligand! and! elongation! of! four! identical! ssDNA! arms,! it! was!shown! that! the! branching! monomers! could! associate! both! with! complementary!ssDNA! and! tetrahedral! monomers! to! afford! higherKorder! complexes! (Figure! 2.3).!!However,!this!method!of!potential!lattice!formation!also!had!its!drawbacks.!
!




! One! of! the! potential! problems! with! the! nickelKcyclam! hub! is! its! size! and!flexibility.! ! In!what! can!be!viewed!as! an! inherent! contradiction,! the! rigidity!of! the!1,4,8,11KtetraazacyclotetradecaneK1,4,8,11Ktetraacetic! acid! moiety! necessitated! a!derivatized! hexyl! extension! on! each! acidic! terminus.! ! Because! of! this,! multiple!degrees! of! flexibility! were! added! to! each! “arm,”! creating! an! overlarge,! floppy!branching!agent.!!This!could!have!led!to!the!issues!forming!a!defined,!higherKweight!molecular!assembly.!
Additionally,! the! differing! lengths! of! the! hydrocarbon! chains! between!nitrogen! atoms! in! the! cyclic! core! present! an! inequity! in! the! spacing! of! the!tetrahedral!monomer.!!Though!the!molecule!is!symmetrical,!the!arms!are!unevenly!spaced!and!the!presence!of! the!nickel!(II)!cation! is!necessitated!for!rigidity!during!the! tetrahedral! preformation.! ! While! this! doesn’t! present! a! challenge! in' vitro,!applications!towards!drug!encapsulation!and!delivery!could!be!hampered!as!nickel!has!been!tabbed!as!a!carcinogen.22!








Figure!2.5:!!(A)!Tethering!a!molecule!of!interest!(pink!circle)!to!a!terminal!ssDNA!arm!and!(B)!encapsulating!a!molecule!of!interest!based!on!pore!size!discrimination.!! Another! luxury! afforded! by! the! goldKsulfur! interaction! is! the! ability! to!perform!surface!plasmon!resonance!(SPR)!studies.!!SPR!can!be!used!to!monitor!the!kinetics! of! assembly,! as! well! as! the! extent! of! binding! of! DNA! monomers.!!Electromagnetic!fluctuations!(plasmons)!on!a!gold!surface!are!continually!perturbed!by!successive!binding!events,!and!monitoring!these!perturbations!should!ultimately!shed!insight!on!the!formation!of!these!types!of!superstructures.!!Previous!attempts!have! already! proven! SPR! has! the! ability! to! elucidate! the! kinetics! of! nucleic! acid!binding!events!to!a!gold!surface,!setting!a!standard!for! future!efforts.23! !Moreover,!given! the! surface! binding! ability! it’s! fair! to! believe! other! surface! studies! such! as!atomic!force!microscopy!and!scanning!electron!microscopy!can!be!utilized.!












(including!but!not!limited!to!those!mentioned!above)!will!be!attempted,!and!surface!studies!using!SPR!and!other!methodologies!should!provide! insight! into! the!extent,!kinetics!and!uniformity!of!lattice!formation.!
2.2!Synthesis!of!a!Modified!Disulfide!Resin!
As! mentioned! in! the! previous! section,! SPR! surface! studies! are! one! of! the!many!potential! applications!of! the! formation!of! a! tetrahedral! lattice.! !However,! in!order! to! perform! these! studies,! the! presence! of! a! terminal! thiol! moiety! is!necessitated.! !While! resins!modified! to! include! a! disulfide! bond! are! commercially!available,!the!high!cost!presents!an!obstacle.!
As!such!we!set!out!to!synthesize!a!more!costKeffective!alternative.!!To!begin,!3Kmercaptopropanol!was! oxidized! in! the!presence! of! an! iodine! solution,! affording!the!disulfide!bond!seen!in!compound!2!(Scheme!2.1).!
!
Scheme!2.1:!!Disulfide!functionalization!of!a!1000!Å!CPG!resin.!
































! DMTKderivatization! afforded! the! monoKprotected! species! 3,! and! the!remaining! hydroxyl! was! reacted! with! succinic! anhydride! to! form! the! acid!4! in! a!virtually! quantitative! yield.! ! Following! installation! of! the! 1K[Bis(dimethylamino)methylene]K1HK1,2,3Ktriazolo[4,5Kb]pyridinium! 3Koxid!hexafluorophosphate!(HCTU)!leaving!group,!an!amide!bond!was!formed!to!yield!the!desired! resin!5.! ! Leftover! amines!were! capped!with!an!activated!acetic! anhydride!solution,!and!quantitation!through!a!detritylation!assay!showed!the!loading!capacity!of!the!resin!to!be!27!μmole/gram.!!As!a!test,!a!short!oligomer!was!synthesized!on!the!resin!with!a!high!yield,!proving!it!to!be!a!viable!building!block.!
2.3!Synthesis!of!a!Reverse!2’Tdeoxyadenosine!Phosphoramidite!
The!next!hurdle!to!overcome!in!building!a!tetrahedral!monomer!containing!four! identical! ssDNA! “arms”! involved! ensuring! uniform! strand! polarity.! ! In! solid!phase!DNA!synthesis,! oligomers!are!generally! synthesized! in! the!3’! to!5’!direction!due!solely!to!synthetic!accessibility!of!the!nucleoside!phosphoramidites.!!Therefore!each!monomer! is!rationally!designed!to!contain!a!phosphorus!(III)!electrophile!on!the! 3’KOH! and! a! DMTKprotected! 5’KOH,! which! can! function! as! a! nucleophile! upon!detritylation!(Figure!2.6).!
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!
Figure!2.6:!!A!standard!2’KdA!phosphoramidite!(left)!and!a!“reverse”!2’KdA!phosphoramidite!(right).!! Standard! solid! phase! synthetic!methods!will! be! used! to! elongate! the! three!strands! stemming! from! the! branch! point! of! the! tetrahedral! hub,! but! the! fourth!strand!needs!to!be!grown!directly!from!the!resin.!!If!it!is!also!synthesized!in!a!3’!to!5’!manner,! its! directionality!will! oppose! that! of! the!other! three! strands! (Figure!2.7).!!Therefore,!a!series!of!“reverse”!phosphoramidites!corresponding!to!the!four!natural!nucleobases! (ex.! Figure! 2.6! –! right! side)! were! synthesized! in! order! to!counterbalance!this!potential!inequity.!
!





















the! lesser! costs!of! the! reagents!needed! for! synthesis,! this!provided!an!economical!alternative!to!ordering!the!necessary!DNA!building!blocks.!










































































! With!the!“reverse”!phosphoramidites!and!modified!disulfide!resin!5!in!hand,!initial!efforts!towards!creating!the!tetrahedral!monomers!began.!!The!first!attempts!utilized! the!commercially!available!Long!Trebler!phosphoramidite! (Figure!2.8),!an!extended! pentaerythritol! analogue! modified! to! contain! three! DMTKprotected!hydroxyl!groups!as!well!as!a!phosphoramidite!moiety.!
!














Strand! Type! Sequence!1! ssDNA! 5’Kd(GCACCTGGAATTCACTCCGC)K3’!2! ssDNA! 5’Kd(GCGGAGTGAATTCCAGGTGC)K3’!LTK1! Tetrahedral!Monomer! [5’Kd(GCACCTGGAATTCACTCCGC)K3’]4!LTK2! Tetrahedral!Monomer! [5’Kd(GCGGAGTGAATTCCAGGTGC)K3’]4!
Table!2.1:!!Sequences!and!nomenclature!of!the!monomer!building!blocks.!Upon! purification,! it! was! imperative! to! ascertain! the! viability! of! the!branching!monomers.! !The!simplest!way!to!gauge!the!efficacy!of!DNA!synthesis!on!the! Long!Trebler! phosphoramidite!was! via! hybridization! analysis.! ! If! a! completely!synthesized! tetrahedral! monomer! was! subjected! to! increasing! concentrations! of!complementary! ssDNA,! the! result! should! be! a! stepwise! hybridization! pattern!ultimately! terminating! in! a! superassembly! containing! four! identical! duplexes.! ! A!native!PAGE!gel!using! the! intercalator!ethidium!bromide!as!a!staining!agent!could!then!be!used!as!a!qualitative!measure!(Figure!2.9).!
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!
Figure!2.9:!!An!ethidium!bromide!stained!native!PAGE!gel!(10%)!containing!the!following!ratios!of!ssDNA!1!relative!to!one!equivalent!of!LTK2!(lanes!numbered!from!left!to!right)!–!no!ssDNA!1!(Lane!1),!1:1!(Lane!2),!2:1!(Lane!3),!3:1!(Lane!4),!4:1!(Lane!5),!8:1!(Lane!6).!! Though! a! concentrationKbased! stepwise! duplexing! pattern! is! readily!detected,!it’s!clear!that!the!branching!monomer!LTK2!lacks!the!ability!to!hybridize!in!a!complete!or!efficient!manner.! !Even!when!a!2:1!excess!of!ssDNA!1!relative!to!the!four!ssDNA!arms!of!tetrahedral!monomer!LTK2!(lane!9)!is!used!during!the!annealing!process,!a!significant!portion!of!the!Long!Trebler!complex!remains!unhybridized.!!In!an!attempt! to!rationalize! the!poor!hybridization!pattern,!a!BioKRad!sequencing!gel!was!run!on!purified!LTK2!to!determine!the!cause!(Figure!2.10).!
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! One! of! the! likeliest! culprits! in! the! synthetic! failures! on! the! Long! Trebler!phosphoramidite!was!steric!hindrance.!!Though!a!resin!with!1000!Å!pores!was!used!to! mitigate! interactions! between! the! different! growth! sites,! each! arm! of! the!commercially! available! branching! agent! contained! six! bonds! between! the! central!carbon!and!the!terminal!oxygen.!!This!potentially!resulted!in!an!excess!of!flexibility,!and! it’s! possible! the! elongation! of! the! latter! three! ssDNA! arms!was! compromised!due!to!intramolecular!interference.!




































































































! Given!the!many!potential!failure!points!in!the!Long!Trebler!synthesis,!it!was!determined!that!the!first!trial!should!function!more!as!a!diagnostic.! !Therefore!the!initial!ssDNA!elongated!from!the!resin!(using!the!“reverse”!phosphoramidites)!was!abandoned!in!favor!of!a!direct!coupling!to!the!tetrahedral!hub.! !This!would!reduce!the! total! flexibility! of! the! complex,! thereby! providing! a! better! approximation! of!ssDNA! growth! from! the! latter! three! hydroxyl! groups! –! in! other!words,! it! was! an!attempt!to!determine!whether!or!not!growth!of!three!simultaneous!ssDNA!strands!was!possible.!
! The!preliminary!test!utilized!a!similar!protocol!as!the!Long!Trebler!synthesis,!and!the!DNA!arms!were!of!the!sequence!ssDNA!1!(Table!2.1).!!The!average!stepwise!yield!was! in! excess! of! 99%,! and! a! subsequent!HPLC! trace! showed! a! predominant!product! peak.! ! Following! standard! detritylation! and! desalting! protocol,! PAGE!analysis!was!then!used!to!assess!the!purity!and!size!of!the!resultant!product!TetK1!(Figure!2.11).!
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This! was! a! confusing! phenomenon,! as! the! EVE! moieties! had! previously!shown!a!similar!deprotection!profile!to!the!standard!DMT!group.!!Unfortunately,!as!seen! above! the! largest! proportion! of! the! postKsynthetic! product! corresponded! to!only! one! ssDNA! arm! of! growth,! with! all! other! products! representing! the! vast!minority.! ! It! therefore! became! imperative! to! discover! a! better! means! of! EVE!deprotection.!
The! first! attempted! method! involved! a! slight! deviation! from! the! standard!protocol.! ! Instead!of!85!seconds!of!uninterrupted!flow!of!a!3%!trichloroacetic!acid!solution! in! DCM,! the! delivery! was! halted! four! times! for! three! minutes! apiece! in!order! to! let! the! resinKbound! complexes! soak! under! acidic! conditions! for! a! longer!period!of!time.!!The!totality!of!this!methodology!ensured!that!the!EVE!groups!would!be!subjected!to!over!12!minutes!of!an!acidic!environment.!
This! “stop!and!go”!protocol!proved!no!better! at!EVE!deprotection! than! the!standard! procedure,! so! it! was! determined! that! a! stronger! alternative! should! be!explored.! ! As! such,! the! next! iteration! used! trifluoroacetic! acid! (TFA)! as! the!deprotecting! agent.! ! Unfortunately,! exposure! to! TFA! only! served! to! destroy! the!resinKbound!tetrahedral!construct,!rendering!further!synthesis!impossible.!
Finally,!a!0.05!M!solution!of!aqueous!hydrochloric!acid!was!tested!as!a!viable!means!of!EVE!deprotection.! !This! too! failed! to!yield!acceptable! results,! and! it!was!determined! that! the! EVE! moiety! was! an! undesirable! means! of! protecting! the!
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hydroxyl! nucleophiles.! ! Oligomer! synthesis! on! the! tetrahedral! hub! 18! was!ultimately!deemed!an!impractical!approach.!
2.5.3!Synthesis!of!a!New!TrisTDMT!Protected!Branching!Hub!
! Between! failing! efforts! using! the! Long! Trebler! phosphoramidite! and!tetrahedral!hub!18!it!was!noted!that!two!factors!appeared!to!be!directly!influencing!ssDNA! synthesis:! ! the! flexibility! of! the! branching! “arms”! and! the! choice! of! the!protecting! group! on! the! hydroxyl! nucleophiles.! ! The! Long! Trebler! agent! had! no!issues! with! hydroxyl! deprotection,! but! likely! suffered! due! to! steric! interference!caused!by!an!excess!of! flexibility!at! the!branch!point.! !Conversely,! the!presence!of!the! inflexible! phenyl! groups! in! building! block! 18! should! have! mitigated! this!proximityKbased! clash,! but! its! rigid! and! bulky! nature! also! made! it! impossible! to!install!DMTKgroups!on!the!trio!of!hydroxyl!nucleophiles.!!The!smaller,!and!also!acidKlabile! EVE! group! was! synthetically! accessible,! but! its! inability! to! completely!deprotect!hindered!elongation!of!the!ssDNA!arms.!
! In!order! to!potentially!nullify! these! two!problems,!a!synthetic!design!based!upon!a!short,!flexible!tetrahedral!hub!was!considered.! !Commercially!available!bisKhomotris! lacks! the! inflexibility! of! compound! 18,! but! also! only! contains! four! sp3!hybrid!bonds!between!the!branch!point!and!the!terminal!oxygen!(compared!to!the!six!in!the!Long!Trebler!phosphoramidite).!!The!hope!is!this!rational!design!will!allow!
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for!the!addition!of!three!DMT!groups,!while!also!not!yielding!to!the!inherent!steric!constraints!caused!by!the!floppier!Long!Trebler!arms!during!ssDNA!synthesis.!

















































2.5.4! Efforts! Towards! a! Bilayer! Complex! Using! a! New! TrisTDMT! Branching!
Agent!
! As! can! be! discerned! from! Scheme! 2.4,! the! four! “arms”! stemming! from! the!central!carbon!of!building!block!22!lack!the!identical!nature!found!in!both!the!Long!Trebler!phosphoramidite!and!tetrahedral!monomer!18.! !While!this!deviation!likely!aided! in! the! synthesis! of! the! compound,! it! also! renders! the! ability! to! construct! a!uniform!tetrahedral!scaffold!impossible.!!As!such,!efforts!with!branching!compound!
22!were!instead!focused!on!building!a!complex!terminating!after!one!hybridization!event! (following! binding! to! a! gold! surface! –! Figure! 2.4).! ! While! this! goal! differs!slightly! from! the! intention! of! constructing! a! tetrahedral! lattice,! the! desired! end!result!would! still! function! as! a! useful! tool! in! helping! gauge! both! the! kinetics! and!extent!of!hybridization!upon!subjection!to!SPR!analysis.!
! DNA! synthesis! began! with! the! elongation! of! a! short! polyK(dT)4! tract! from!disulfide!resin!5.! !Upon!the!coupling!of!hub!22,!attempts!were!made!to!grow!three!identical! ssDNA! oligomers! (5’Kd[GCAGAATTCGCA]K3’)! upon! detritylation! of! the!hydroxyl!nucleophiles.!!Following!purification,!a!denaturing!PAGE!gel!was!utilized!to!gauge!the!efficiency!of!the!synthesis!on!the!new!branching!construct.!
As! can! be! seen! from! the! results! (Figure! 2.13),! the! output! from! the! DNA!synthesizer! was! nowhere! near! optimal.! ! The! fully! elongated! bilayer! monomer!should!have!contained!40!total!nucleosides!(3!x!12Kmer!ssDNA!+![dT]4! linker),!yet!
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the!product(s)! contained! in! the!main!HPLC!peak! ran!well! past! the! smaller! ssDNA!standards.!
!
Figure!2.13:!!A!15%!denaturing!PAGE!gel!stained!with!ethidium!bromide.!!Lane!1!contains!the!postKHPLC!monomer!and!Lane!2!contains!a!mix!of!24Kmer!and!36Kmer!ssDNA!standards.!
! The! major! product! appears! to! equate! to! a! monomer! containing! one! fully!elongated! ssDNA! arm! plus! the! (dT)4! tract.! ! Several!minor! products! outpaced! the!main!band,!which! is!suggestive!of!capped!deletion!sequences.! !Given! the!apparent!likelihood!that!two!of!the!three!ssDNA!arms!were!unable!to!elongate!significantly,!or!at!all,!it!was!determined!that!DNA!synthesis!on!the!branching!monomer!22!was!not!a!worthwhile!endeavor.!
2.6!Conclusions!
! During! the!course!of! this!venture!multiple! synthetic! targets!were!achieved.!!Synthesis!of!a!functionalized!CPG!resin!containing!a!disulfide!moiety!proved!to!be!a!costKeffective! alternative! to! commercially! available! options,! and! the! creation! of! a!“reverse”! dA! phosphoramidite! allowed! for! the! same.! ! Two! unique! branching!
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monomers!were!also!rationally!designed,!synthesized!and!utilized!as!building!blocks!in!solid!phase!DNA!synthesis.!
! Unfortunately,! creating! fully! grown,! branching! DNA! monomers! using! the!Long!Trebler!phosphoramidite,!as!well!as!hubs!18!and!22,!proved!to!be!an!exercise!in! futility! likely! due! to! a! combination! of! steric! clash! and! unusable! deprotection!profiles.!!Because!the!desired!products!were!only!present!in!trivial!amounts,!if!at!all,!the! goal! of! creating! a! tetrahedral! lattice! became! impractical! given! the! building!blocks! utilized.! ! Additional! fine! tuning! of! the! branching! monomers,! as! well! as!enhanced!solid!phase!synthetic!ability!(a!microwave!DNA!synthesizer,!perhaps)!are!needed!in!order!for!the!primary!objectives!to!be!achieved.!
2.7!Experimental!
2.7.1!General!Experimental!Information!
! Starting! materials,! reagents! and! solvents! were! purchased! from! SigmaKAldrich,! Acros! Organics,! Oakwood,! Glen! Research,! ChemKImpex,! TCI! International,!Fisher,! AK! Scientific! and! Alfa! Aesar.! ! Flash! chromatography! utilized! Silicycle!SiliaFlash! P60! silica! gel! (40! –! 63! μm,! 230! –! 400! mesh)! and! thin! layer!chromatography! used! Silicycle! glassKbacked! TLC! plates! (60! Å).! ! TLC’s! were!monitored! by! ultraviolet! light! (λ! =! 260! nm)! and! stained! by! 10%! sulfuric! acid! or!iodine!where!appropriate.!!Certain!solvents!(THF,!DCM,!diethyl!ether,!ACN,!pyridine!and! DMF)! were! obtained! from! a! Glass! Contour! solvent! system! using! activated!
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alumina!columns!as!an!additional!drying!agent,!while!all!other!anhydrous!solvents!were!commercially!available.!!NMR!studies!were!performed!on!a!Varian!VNMRS400,!VNMRS500! or! INOVA! 500! instrument,! with! deuterated! solvents! (purchased! from!Cambridge!Isotopes)!noted!where!appropriate.!!Masses!were!obtained!using!either!a!Waters!LCT!or!JEOL!AccuTOF!mass!spectrometer,!by!way!of!electrospray!ionization!(positive)!or!DART!(direct!analysis!in!real!time).!!HPLC!studies!were!performed!on!a!Waters!2487!Dual!λ!Absorbance!Detector,!and!oligos!were!subsequently!quantified!using!a!Beckman!DU640!UV/Vis!spectrophotometer.!!Gel!imaging!used!the!ethidium!bromide! intercalating! agent! (5! μg/mL)! and!was! visualized!using! a!BioKRad! FXpro!Molecular!Imager.!
2.7.2!Synthetic!Procedures!
Compound!2!
3KmercaptoK1Kpropanol! (1.00! mL,! 11.58! mmol)! was! added! to! a! flask!containing!pyridine!(10!mL).!!Molecular!iodine!(3.52!g,!13.9!mmol)!was!dissolved!in!a!solution!of!9:1!pyridine/water!(150!mL),!and!this!solution!was!added!dropKwise!(two!hours)!to!the!flask!containing!the!thiol.!!The!reaction!was!stirred!for!16!hours!at! room! temperature,! at! which! point! the! solvent! was! removed! by! rotary!evaporation.!!The!resultant!white!solid!was!dissolved!in!diethyl!ether,!washed!twice!with! a! sodium! bicarbonate! solution! and! dried! over! sodium! sulfate.! ! The! organic!layer!was!concentrated!under!vacuum!to!yield!pure!2!as!a!red!oil!(540!mg,!51%).!!1H!
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NMR!(500!MHz;!D2O):!!δ!1.90!–!2.00!(m,!4H),!2.77!–!2.82!(t,!4H),!3.66!–!3.70!(t,!4H),!4.82!(s,!2H).!!MALDIKTOF:!!182.0449![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!182.0435).!
Compound!3!Pure! 2! (540! mg,! 2.97! mmol)! was! coKevaporated! twice! with! anhydrous!pyridine! (20!mL)! and! then! stirred! under! nitrogen! at! room! temperature.! ! DMTKCl!(1.20!g,!3.56!mmol),!TEA!(551!μL,!3.95!mmol)!and!catalytic!DMAP!were!added,!the!temperature!was!increased!to!60!°C!and!the!reaction!was!stirred!for!16!hours.!!The!solution!was!quenched!with!water,!concentrated!under!vacuum!and!coKevaporated!three!times!with!toluene.! !The!red!oil!was!reKdissolved!in!DCM,!washed!with!three!times!with! a! sodium!bicarbonate! solution! and! concentrated.! ! The! crude!was! then!purified! via! flash! chromatography! (0.5%!TEA! in!DCM)! to! yield!3! as! a!white! solid!(390!mg,!27%).!!RF!=!0.49!(98:2!DCM/MeOH).!!1H!NMR!(400!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!1.86!–!1.98!(m,!4H),!2.72!–!2.76!(t,!2H),!2.76!–!2.81!(t,!2H),!3.10!–!3.16!(t,!2H),!3.68!–!3.76!(t,!2H),!3.76!(s,!6H),!6.78!–!6.82!(d,!4H),!7.16!–!7.19!(t,!1H),!7.25!–!7.27!(d,!4H),!7.27!–!7.30!(t,!2H),!7.38!–!7.42!(t,!2H).!
Compound!4!
Pure!3! (390!mg,! 0.81!mmol)! was! dried! overnight,! dissolved! in! anhydrous!pyridine!(20!mL)!and!stirred!under!argon!at!room!temperature.!!DMAP!(48!mg,!0.39!mmol)! and! succinic! anhydride! (121! mg,! 1.21! mmol)! were! added! in! a! stepwise!manner,!and!the!reaction!was!stirred!at!room!temperature!for!14!hours.! !Volatiles!
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were! removed! via! rotary! evaporation! and! coKevaporate! three! times!with! toluene.!!The!resultant!oil!was!reKdissolved!in!DCM,!washed!twice!with!an!iceKcold!solution!of!citric!acid!(10%!in!water)!and!then!twice!with!water,!dried!over!sodium!sulfate!and!evaporated!to!dryness!to!afford!pure!4!(470!mg,!99%).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!1.90!–!2.02!(m,!4H),!2.60!–!2.68!(m,!4H),!2.74!–!2.78!(t,!2H),!3.10!–!3.14!(t,!2H),!3.76!(s,!6H),!4.14!–!4.18!(t,!2H),!6.78!–!6.82!(d,!4H),!7.16!–!7.19!(t,!1H),!7.25!–!7.27!(d,!4H),!7.27!–!7.30!(t,!2H),!7.38!–!7.42!(t,!2H).!
Compound!5!
To! an! argonKfilled! flask! containing! dry!4! (470!mg,! 0.80!mmol)! was! added!anhydrous!DCM!(30!mL).!!ReKdistilled!DIEA!(571!μL,!3.28!mmol)!and!HCTU!(624!mg,!1.64!mmol)!were!added!consecutively!and!the!reaction!was!stirred!for!30!minutes!at!room!temperature.!!LongKchain!aminoalkyl!controlled!pore!glass!resin!(1.00!g,!1111!Å! pore! diameter,! 99.2! μmole/gram! loading! capacity)!was! added! the!mixture!was!stirred!for!an!additional!18!hours!at!25!°C.!!Volatiles!were!removed!via!filtration!and!the!resin!was!washed!with!DMF!(1x),!MeOH!(1x)!and!diethyl!ether!(1x)!before!being!dried! overnight! under! vacuum.! ! Upon! quantification! (see! below),! the! resin! was!washed! with! an! activated! acetic! anhydride! solution! (8:1:1! THF/pyridine/acetic!anhydride;! activated! with! a! 16%! solution! of! 1Kmethylimidazole! in! THF)! for! 15!minutes!in!order!to!render!all!unmodified!amines!inert.!!The!resin!was!then!washed!with! anhydrous! acetonitrile! for! 10! minutes! and! dried! under! vacuum.
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Compound!7!
2’Kdeoxyadenosine!monohydrate! (5!g,!19.9!mmol)!was!coKevaporated! twice!with! anhydrous! pyridine! (200! mL)! and! cooled! to! 0! °C! under! nitrogen.!!Trimethylsilyl! chloride! (12.63! mL,! 99.5! mmol)! was! added! and! the! solution! was!stirred!for!30!minutes!at!0!°C.!!Benzoyl!chloride!(11.56!mL,!99.5!mmol)!was!added!via!syringe,!and!the!solution!was!returned!to!room!temperature!and!stirred!for!two!hours.!!The!solution!was!then!quenched!with!cold!water!(40!mL)!and!stirred!for!15!minutes,!and!then!ammonium!hydroxide!(40!mL)!was!added!and!the!solution!was!stirred!for!an!additional!30!minutes.!!Volatiles!were!removed!under!vacuum!and!the!crude!mixture!was!coKevaporated!three!times!with!toluene.!!The!resultant!offKwhite!solid!was!reKdissolved!in!water!and!washed!once!with!diethyl!ether.! !The!aqueous!layer!was!sequestered!and!the!product!was!allowed!to!reKcrystallize!over!the!course!of!16!hours!at!20!°C.!!Pure!7!(5.21!g,!74%)!was!filtered!off!and!dried!under!vacuum.!!
1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!DMSOKd6):!!δ!2.36!–!2.40!(m,!1H),!2.78!–!2.82!(m,!1H),!3.52!–!3.58!(m,!1H),!3.62!–!3.66!(m,!1H),!3.90!–!3.92!(d,!1H),!4.42!–!4.46!(s,!1H),!5.00!–!5.04!(t,!1H),!5.38!–!5.40!(d,!1H),!6.48!–!6.52!(t,!1H),!7.56!–!7.59!(t,!2H),!7.63!–!7.66!(t,!1H),!8.02! –! 8.05! (d,! 2H),! 8.70! (s,! 1H),! 8.78! (s,! 1H).! ! 13C!NMR! (100!MHz;! DMSOKd6):! ! δ!41.67,!68.19,!70.25,!71.70,!72.75,!76.13,!84.29,!91.38,!96.45,!98.83,!102.76,!133.72,!137.96,!150.92,!171.77.!
! !
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Compound!8!Pure! 7! (3.45! g,! 9.71! mmol)! was! coKevaporated! twice! with! anhydrous!pyridine! (110! mL)! and! stirred! under! nitrogen! at! room! temperature.! ! TBDMSKCl!(1.61! g,! 10.68!mmol)!was! added! and! the! reaction!was! stirred! for! 16! hours.! ! The!solution!was!reduced!under!pressure,!coKevaporated!with!toluene!and!reKdissolved!in! chloroform.! ! The! organic! layer!was!washed! once!with! sodium!bicarbonate! and!twice!with!water,!dried!over!sodium!sulfate!and!volatiles!were!removed!via!rotary!evaporation.! ! The! crude!was! purified! by! flash! chromatography! (97:3! DCM/EtOH)!and! pure! 8! was! recovered! as! a! white! solid! (1.90! g,! 42%).! ! RF! =! 0.43! (9:1!DCM/MeOH).! ! 1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!DMSOKd6):! !δ!0.01!(s,!6H),!0.92!(s,!9H),!2.40!(m,!1H),!2.81!(m,!1H),!3.75!–!3.82!(m,!2H),!3.90!(m,!1H),!4.44!(s,!1H),!5.40!(s,!1H),!6.46!(t,!1H),!7.58!(t,!2H),!7.63!(t,!1H),!8.04!(d,!2H),!8.60!(s,!1H),!8.78!(s,!1H),!11.20!(s,!1H).!!ESIKMS!(positive):!!470.1859![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!470.2224).!
Compound!9!
Pure!8!(1.90!g,!4.0!mmol)!was!dried!overnight!under!vacuum!and!dissolved!in!anhydrous!pyridine!(60!mL).!!DMTKCl!(2.00!g,!5.9!mmol)!and!catalytic!DMAP!were!added!and!the!solution!was!heated!to!60!°C!and!stirred!for!18!hours!under!nitrogen.!!The!reaction!was!quenched!with!MeOH!and!volatiles!were!removed!under!vacuum.!!The! crude! slurry! was! then! coKevaporated! with! toluene! and! reKdissolved! in! DCM.!!The!organic! layer!was!washed! twice!with! sodium! carbonate! and!once!with!brine,!dried! over! sodium! sulfate! and! reduced! under! vacuum.! ! The! remaining! crude!was!
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purified! via! flash! chromatography! (98:1:1!DCM/MeOH/TEA),! yielding!pure!9! as! a!white!solid!(2.41!g,!78%).!!RF!=!0.52!(97:3!DCM/MeOH).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!DMSOKd6):!!δ!0.00!(s,!6H),!0.78!(s,!9H),!1.99!(d,!1H),!2.40!(m,!1H),!3.39!(m,!1H),!3.56!(d,!1H),!3.78!(s,!6H),!3.99!(s,!1H),!4.18!(d,!1H),!6.49!(t,!1H),!6.91!(d,!4H),!7.26!(t,!2H),!7.35!(d,!6H),!7.48!(d,!2H),!7.55!(t,!2H),!7.63!(t,!1H),!8.02!(d,!2H),!8.43!(s,!1H),!8.71!(s,!1H).!!ESIKMS!(positive):!!772.4![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!772.3531).!
Compound!10!




Compound!11!Pure,!dry!10! (1.00!g,!1.52!mmol)!was!dissolved! in!anhydrous!ACN!(25!mL)!and! the! solution! was! stirred! under! argon! at! room! temperature.! ! 2KCyanoethyl!N,N,N',N'Ktetraisopropyl! phosphoroamidite! (962! μL,! 3.03! mmol)! was! added! via!syringe,!followed!by!addition!of!tetrazole!(3.20!mL,!1.44!mmol!–!0.45!M!solution!in!ACN).!!The!reaction!mixture!was!allowed!to!stir!for!16!hours!at!room!temperature.!!The!solution!was!quenched!with!MeOH,!reduced!under!pressure!and!reKdissolved!in!DCM.! ! The! organic! layer!was!washed! three! times!with! sodium!bicarbonate,! dried!over!sodium!sulfate!and!diminished!via!rotary!evaporation.!!The!crude!was!initially!purified! via! flash! chromatography! (95:4:1! DCM/MeOH/TEA)! and! the! collected!product! was! reduced! under! pressure! and! reKdissolved! in! DCM! (4! mL).! ! This!aggregated!fraction!was!added!dropKwise!to!a!volume!of!stirring!hexanes!(100!mL)!and!completely!purified!11!precipitated!out!of! the!solution.! !The!supernatant!was!removed!via! filtration,!and!pure!11!was!collected!as!a!white!solid!(983!mg,!75%).!!
31P!NMR!(100!MHz;!DMSOKd6):!!δ!148.0.!
Compound!13!
To!a!dry,!argonKfilled! flask!containing!4Khydroxybenzaldehyde! (7.54!g,!61.8!mmol)! was! added! anhydrous! DMF! (80! mL).! ! The! mixture! was! stirred! at! room!temperature! and! potassium! carbonate! (8.54! g,! 61.8! mmol)! was! added.!!Pentaerythritol!tetrabromide!(3.00!g,!7.74!mmol)!was!next!added!and!the!reaction!mixture!was!refluxed!at!120!°C! for!16!hours.! !The!solution!was!allowed!to!cool! to!
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room! temperature,! and! volatiles!were! removed! in'vacuo.! ! The! crude!mixture!was!then!dissolved!in!water!and!extracted!three!times!with!ethyl!acetate.!!The!combined!organic! fractions!were!washed! twice!with! sodium!bicarbonate,!dried!over! sodium!sulfate! and! concentrated! under! reduced! pressure.! ! The! resultant! red! oil! was!subjected!to!flash!chromatography!(11:9!EtOAc/Hexanes)!and!pure!13!was!isolated!as!a!crystalline!solid!(2.32!g,!54%).! !RF!=!0.31!(3:2!Hexanes/EtOAc).! !1H!NMR!(500!MHz;! CDCl3):! ! δ! 4.43! (s,! 8H),! 7.01! (d,! 8H),! 7.81! (d,! 8H),! 9.85! (s,! 4H).! ! ESIKMS!(positive):!!553.1852![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!553.1863).!
Compound!14!




To! a! flask! containing! dry! 14! (1.77! g,! 3.16! mmol)! was! added! anhydrous!pyridine!(30!mL),!and!the!solution!was!stirred!under!nitrogen!at!room!temperature.!!Tertbutyldiphenylsilyl!chloride!(889!μL,!3.47!mmol)!was!added!via!syringe!and!the!reaction!mixture!was!stirred!for!12!hours.!!The!reaction!was!quenched!with!MeOH,!and!volatiles!were! removed! in'vacuo! and! coKevaporated! three! times!with! toluene.!!The! crude! was! reKdissolved! in! DCM! and! washed! three! times! with! water.! ! The!organic! layer! was! then! dried! over! sodium! sulfate! and! reduced! under! pressure.!!Flash!chromatography!(7:3!EtOAc/Hexanes)!afforded!pure!15!as!a!white!foam!(1.08!g,!43%).!!RF!=!0.40!(3:1!EtOAc/Hexanes).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!1.02!(s,!9H),!4.33!(s,!8H),!4.59!(s,!6H),!4.65!(s,!2H),!6.88!(d,!8H),!7.20!(t,!2H),!7.26!(d,!8H),!7.38!(t,!4H),!7.66,!(d,!4H).!
Compound!16!




Dry!16!(215!mg,!0.21!mmol)!was!dissolved!in!anhydrous!THF!(8!mL)!and!the!solution!was! stirred! under! nitrogen! at! room! temperature.! ! Tetrabutylammonium!fluoride! (1.06! mL,! 1.06! mmol! –! 1.0! M! in! THF)! was! added! via! syringe! and! the!reaction!was!allowed!to!proceed!for!15!minutes.! !The!reaction!was!quenched!with!MeOH!and!reduced!under!pressure.! !The!crude!was! then!reKdissolved! in!DCM!and!washed!with!sodium!bicarbonate!(1x)!and!brine!(1x),!dried!over!sodium!sulfate!and!reduced! via! rotary! evaporation.! ! Pure!17!was! achieved! via! flash! chromatography!(11:9! EtOAc/Hexanes,! 0.5%! TEA)! as! a! clear! oil! (150! mg,! 92%).! ! RF! =! 0.51! (1:1!EtOAc/Hexanes).! !1H!NMR!(400!MHz;!CDCl3):! !δ!1.20!(t,!9H),!1.30!(d,!9H),!3.44!(m,!4H),!3.62!(m,!4H),!4.31!(s,!8H),!4.42!(d,!3H),!4.50!(s,!2H),!4.56!(d,!3H),!4.76!(q,!3H),!6.86!(d,!8H),!7.21!(d,!8H).!
Compound!18!
To! a! dry,! argonKfilled! flask! containing!15! (236!mg,! 0.30!mmol)!was! added!anhydrous! DCM! (8!mL).! ! ReKdistilled! diisopropylethylamine! (212! μL,! 1.22!mmol)!was! then! added,! followed! by! addition! of! 2Kcyanoethyl! N,NK
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diisopropylchlorophosphoramidite! (136!μL,!0.61!mmol).! !The!reaction!was!stirred!at! room! temperature! for! two!hours! and! then!quenched!with!water.! ! The! reaction!mixture! was! washed! three! times! with! sodium! bicarbonate,! dried! over! sodium!sulfate!and!volatiles!were!removed!via!rotary!evaporation.! !Pure!18!was!obtained!via!flash!chromatography!(11:9!EtOAc/Hexanes,!0.5%!TEA)!as!a!clear!oil!(122!mg,!41%).! !RF!=!0.68!(1:1!EtOAc/Hexanes).! !1H!NMR!(400!MHz;!CDCl3):! !δ!1.18!(t,!9H),!1.20!(d,!12H),!2.59!(t,!2H),!3.46!(q,!6H),!3.61!(t,!6H),!3.80!(q,!2H),!4.30!(s,!8H),!4.41!(d,! 4H),! 4.54! (d,! 4H),! 4.77! (q,! 3H),! 6.86! (d,! 8H),! 7.22! (d,! 8H).! 31P!NMR! (100!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!149.0.!
Compound!20!
To! a! flask! containing! dry! bisKhomotris! (1.00! g,! 4.80! mmol)! was! added!anhydrous! pyridine! (50! mL),! and! the! solution! was! stirred! under! argon! at! room!temperature.!!DMTKCl!(9.88!g,!29.2!mmol)!and!dimethylaminopyridine!(59!mg,!0.48!mmol)!were!added!and!the!mixture!was!stirred!at!70!°C!for!14!hours.!!The!solution!was!allowed!to!return!to!room!temperature,!quenched!with!water!and!concentrated!under! low! pressure.! ! The! crude! was! reKdissolved! in! DCM,! washed! with! sodium!bicarbonate! (2x)! and! brine! (1x),! dried! over! sodium! sulfate! and! reduced! in'vacuo.!!Flash! chromatography! (9:1! DCM/MeOH,! 0,5%! TEA)! afforded! pure! 20! as! a! white!solid!(1.47!g,!28%).!!RF!=!0.70!(9:1!DCM/MeOH).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!1.38!(m,!2H),!1.58!(t,!6H),!1.75!(m,!6H),!3.02!(t,!6H),!3.78!(s,!18H),!6.81!(d,!12H),!7.16!(d,!12H),!7.27!(d,!6H),!7.30!(d,!6H),!7.41!(t,!3H).!
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Compound!21!
Pure! 20! (1.47! g,! 1.32! mmol)! was! dissolved! in! benzene! (32! mL),! and! 4Khydroxybenzaldehyde!(323!mg,!2.64!mmol)!was!added.! !The!reaction!mixture!was!refluxed! at! 110! °C! in! a! DeanKStark! apparatus! for! 15! hours! and! then! allowed! to!return! to! room! temperature.! !Volatiles!were! removed! in'vacuo! and! the! crude!was!taken! up! in! DCM! and!washed!with! sodium! bicarbonate! (2x)! and! brine! (1x).! ! The!organic! layer! was! dried! over! sodium! sulfate! and! reduced! under! low! pressure.!!Following! the! workKup! protocol,! the! crude! was! dissolved! in! a! 3:1! mixture! of!chloroform/MeOH! (40! mL)! and! the! temperature! was! lowered! to! 0! °C.! ! Sodium!borohydride!(220!mg,!5.82!mmol)!was!added!and!the!solution!was!stirred!at!0!°C!for!30! minutes.! ! The! solution! was! allowed! to! warm! to! room! temperature! and! then!stirred! for!16!hours.! !Volatiles!were! then!removed!via! rotary!evaporation!and! the!crude! was! washed! with! water.! ! The! resultant! solid! was! purified! with! flash!chromatography! (97:3! DCM/MeOH,! 0.5%! TEA)! yielding! pure!21! as! a! white! solid!(1.15! g,! 71%! over! two! steps).! ! RF! =! 0.67! (9:1! DCM/MeOH).! ! 1H! NMR! (500!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!1.40!(t,!6H),!1.60!(m,!6H),!3.05!(t,!6H),!3.50!(s,!2H),!3.78!(s,!18H),!6.80!(d,!12H),!6.84!(d,!2H),!7.18!(d,!6H),!7.24!(t,!3H),!7.29!(d,!2H),!7.33!(d,!12H),!7.44!(d,!6H).!!MALDIKTOF:!!1218.6208![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!1218.6096).!
Compound!22!To!as! flask! containing!pure!21! (1.09!g,!0.893!mmol)!was!added!anhydrous!DCM! (40! mL).! ! ReKdistilled! diisopropylethylamine! (1.26! mL,! 7.14! mmol)! and! 2K
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cyanoethyl!N,NKdiisopropylchlorophosphoramidite!(794!μL,!3.57!mmol)!were!added!in!a!stepwise!manner!at!0!°C,!and!then!the!solution!was!allowed!to!warm!to!room!temperature! and! stirred! for! 3! hours.! ! The! reaction! was! quenched! with! water,!washed! three! times! with! sodium! bicarbonate,! dried! over! sodium! sulfate! and!reduced! under! vacuum!pressure.! ! Flash! chromatography! (99:1!DCM/MeOH,! 0.5%!TEA)!yielded!pure!22!(1.02!g,!81%)!as!a!clear!oil.!!RF!=!0.59!(97:3!DCM/MeOH).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!1.20!(d,!12H),!1.40!(m,!6H),!1.60!(t,!6H),!2.62!(q,!2H),!3.05!(t,!6H),!3.54!(s,!2H),!3.78!(s,!18H),!3.88!(t,!2H),!6.78!(d,!12H),!6.97!(d,!2H),!7.17!(t,!3H),!7.23!(d,!6H),!7.29!(s,!2H),!7.31!(d,!12H),!7.43!(d,!6H),!7.68!(s,!2H).!!31P!NMR!(100!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!147.0.!
2.7.3!Synthesis,!Purification!and!Quantification!of!SolidTPhase!DNA!Materials!
Quantification!of!the!Loading!Capacity!of!Disulfide!Resin!5!




Reagents,!resins!and!phosphoramidites!were!purchased!from!Glen!Research.!!Native! sequences! were! synthesized! on! an! Applied! Biosystems! 394! DNA/RNA!synthesizer!using! standard!solid!phase! techniques!on!a!oneKμmole! scale.! !Average!stepwise! yields!were! determined! through!UV! absorption! (λ! =! 495!nm)! by!way! of!measuring!the!cleaved!DMT!groups!(the!5’Kterminal!DMT!moiety!was!left!attached).!!Sequences!were!generally!synthesized!with!yields!exceeding!97%.!
Upon! completion! of! synthesis,! oligomers! were! cleaved! from! the! resin! by!being!subjected!to!12!hours!of!ammonium!hydroxide!at!55!°C.!!The!supernatant!was!sequestered!and!volatiles!were!removed!with!a!Jouan!RC1010!vacuum!concentrator.!!The!cleaved!DNA!was!dissolved!in!MilliQ!water!(5!mL)!and!any!remaining!resin!was!removed!via!syringe!filtration.!
FullKlength!oligomers!were!separated!from!truncated!sequences!and!cleaved!protecting!groups!via!HPLC!using!an!Oligo!R3!column!(0.46!cm!x!10!cm).! !The!two!mobile!phases!used!were!defined!as!Standard!A!(50!mM!triethylammonium!acetate,!5%!ACN,!pH!=!7)!and!Standard!B!(50!mM!triethylammonium!acetate,!70%!ACN,!pH!=!7),!and!the!generic!solvent!gradient!is!shown!below.!
Time!(min)! Flow!Rate!(mL/min)! ! %!Standard!A! %!Standard!B!0! 5.0! ! 100! 0!2! 5.0! ! 100! 0!24! 5.0! ! 50! 50!
Table!2.2:!!HPLC!Gradient!utilized!for!purification!of!standard!oligomers.!
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Collected! fractions! containing! the! desired! product! were! aggregated,! and!volatiles!were!removed!via!rotary!evaporation.!
Next,! the!5’Kterminal!DMT!group!was! removed!by!dissolving! the! remaining!crude! in! a! 4:1! mixture! of! acetic! acid/water! (10! mL)! and! letting! it! react! for! 30!minutes!at!0! °C.! !Remaining!acetic!acid!was! removed!under!vacuum!pressure!and!the! detritylated! DNA! was! coKevaporated! with! ethanol! five! times.! ! The! remaining!white!powder!was!dissolved!in!MilliQ!water!(2!mL)!and!desalted!on!a!Sephade!GK10!column.! !Purified! ssDNA!was!collected,!dried!on!a!VirTis!Benchtop! lyophilizer,! reKdissolved! in!a!measured!volume!of!water!and!quantified!using!UV!analysis!at!260!nm.!
Long!Trebler!DNA!Synthesis!and!Purification!
Disulfide!resin!5! (37!mg,!1.0!μmol)!was!utilized! in! lieu!of! the!commercially!available!standard.!!Oligomers!were!elongated!using!“reverse”!phosphoramidites!(5’!to! 3’! directed! synthesis),!with! all! other! solidKphase! variables! remaining! the! same.!!Upon! completion! of! the! “reverse”! sequence,! the! 3’Kterminal! DMT! group! was!removed! using! standard!methods.! Next,! the! Long! Trebler! phosphoramidite! (Glen!Research)!was!coupled!using!an!extended!oneKhour!coupling!time.!
The! three! terminal!DMT!groups!on! the!Long!Trebler!moiety!were!removed!and!the!remaining!oligomers!were!elongated!in!the!standard!3’!to!5’!direction.!!Due!to!potential!lower!yields!based!on!steric!hindrance!the!coupling!protocols!were!run!
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three!times!for!each!nucleoside!addition!(see!solid!phase!synthetic!cycle!in!section!1.4)! before! the! capping! step!was! allowed! to! occur.! ! The! coupling! steps!were! also!elongated!to!15!minutes!apiece.!
Cleavage! from! the! resin! was! achieved! in! the! same! manner! as! described!previously,!although!it!was!performed!at!room!temperature.!!In!order!to!cleave!the!disulfide! bond,! dithiothreitol! (50! mM)! was! added! to! the! ammonium! hydroxide!solution.!!Liberated!DNA!was!prepped!for!the!HPLC!as!described!previously.!
Separation! of! the! desired! crude! product! from! all! other! artifacts! was!performed! via! HPLC! utilizing! the! gradient! shown! below! (Standards! A! and! B! as!described!above).!
Time!(min)! Flow!Rate!(mL/min)! %!Standard!A! %!Standard!B!0! 5.0! 100! 0!2! 5.0! 100! 0!28! 5.0! 30! 70!




Disulfide! resin!5! (37!mg,! 1.0! μmol)! was! used! instead! of! the! commercially!available!standard.! !18!was!diluted!in!anhydrous!ACN!(0.1!M)!and!loaded!onto!the!DNA!synthesizer.!!It!was!coupled!to!the!resin!using!an!extended!oneKhour!coupling!time.!
The! ethyl! vinyl! ether! moieties! were! cleaved! using! the! various! acidic!conditions! described! in! section! 2.5.2! and! the! 3’Kterminal! nucleoside!phosphoramidites!were! coupled! using! the! same! 3! x! 15!minute! protocol! as! noted!previously.!!As!the!ethyl!vinyl!ether!groups!are!not!UVKactive,!subsequent!nucleoside!phosphoramidites!were!coupled!using!a!new!program!with!the!same!protocol!so!as!to!utilize!the!synthesizer’s!monitoring!of!the!average!yield.!!!
Cleavage! from! the! resin! and! reduction! of! the! disulfide! bond!was! achieved!with! the! methodology! described! in! the! previous! section.! ! HPLC! purification! was!accomplished!using!the!following!gradient!(Standards!A!&!B!as!previously!defined):!
Time!(min)! Flow!Rate!(mL/min)! ! %!Standard!A! %!Standard!B!0! 3.0! ! 100! 0!5! 3.0! ! 60! 40!25! 3.0! ! 0! 100!
Table!2.4:!!HPLC!gradient!for!DNA!grown!from!hub!18.!
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Volatiles! were! removed! via! rotary! evaporation! and! the! DMT! groups! were!removed! in! a!manner! analogous! to! the! previous! section.! ! The! crude! product!was!desalted!using!a!Sephade!GK10!column,!and! the!branching!complex!was!dried!and!quantified!as!described!previously.!
DNA!Synthesis!and!Purification!of!Tetrahedral!Hub!22!
From!disulfide!resin!5!(37!mg,!1!μmol)!was!elongated!a!tract!of!(dT)4!using!the!normal!synthetic!protocol,!at!which!point!22!(0.1!M!solution!in!anhydrous!ACN)!was!attached!using!a!oneKhour!coupling!time.! !Subsequent!strands!were!elongated!from!the!trio!of!detritylated!3’Kterminal!hydroxyl!moieties!using!the!3!x!15!minute!coupling! protocol.! ! The! branched! product! was! cleaved! from! the! resin! and! the!disulfide!bond!was!reduced!using!previously!mentioned!methodology.!
The!crude!DNA!construct!was!then!purified!on!the!HPLC!using!the!following!gradient!(Standards!A!&!B!as!previously!defined):!
Time!(min)! Flow!Rate!(mL/min)! %!Standard!A! %!Standard!B!0! 3.0! 100! 0!2! 3.0! 100! 0!35! 3.0! 0! 100!
Table!2.5:!!HPLC!gradient!for!the!DNA!construct!grown!on!hub!22.!Collected! fractions! were! reduced! under! pressure! and! detritylated! as!previously!described.! !The!remaining!crude!product!was!desalted!using!a!Sephade!GK10!column,!and!the!branching!complex!was!dried!as!described!previously.!
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DNA!Hybridization!Studies!
An! aliquot! of! purified! ssDNA! (or! one! of! the! branching! DNA!monomers)! in!MilliQ! water! (of! known! concentration)! was! combined! with! an! aliquot! of! its!complement!(ratios!noted!where!appropriate).!!To!this!mixture!was!added!15!μL!of!hybridization!buffer!(80!mM!Tris,!80!mM!boric!acid,!1!mM!MgCl2,!pH!=!8.3),!and!the!resultant! solution!was!mixed! vigorously,! centrifuged! and! heated! at! 95! °C! for! five!minutes.! ! The! buffered! solution!was! then! allowed! to! return! to! room! temperature!over! the!course!of!an!hour.! !Subsequent!analysis!of! the!annealed!duplex!DNA!was!performed!via!native!PAGE!or!agarose!gels!where!appropriate.!
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! As! mentioned! in! the! first! chapter,! one! of! the! three! main! target! sites! for!nucleic!acid!modification!is!an!oligomer’s!backbone.! !Previous!studies!include!both!increasing! and! decreasing! the! complexity! of! standard! phosphodiester! linkage,! as!well! as! selective! atomicKlevel! replacement.! ! Depending! on! the! methodologies!utilized,!examples!have!shown!novel!and!useful!properties.!
! The! creation! of! a! phosphorothioate! linkage! between! two! nucleosides! has!been! previously! described,! providing! a! blueprint! for! incorporating! a! sulfur! atom!into! the! DNA! backbone.1! ! More! recently,! templated! elongation! using! a! 3’Kphosphorothioate! in! conjunction!with! 5’Kiodonucleosides! has! enabled! researchers!to! create! a! phosphorothioester! linkage! in! DNA.2! ! Resultant! assays! showed! a!resistance! to! the! T4! exonuclease,! as! well! as! a! decrease! in! duplex! melting!temperatures.!







































































! This! bonding! pattern! results! in! the! omission! of! a! carbonKcarbon! linkage!relative!to!the!DNA!standard,!thereby!truncating!the!phosphodiester!backbone.! ! In!the! case! of!GNA,! the! cyclic! sugar!moiety! is! eliminated! altogether,! resulting! in! one!less!atom!apiece!of!carbon!and!oxygen,!as!well!as!the!absence!of!a!stereocenter!at!the! 3’Kposition.! ! Given! their! simplistic! natures,! as! well! as! the! ability! for!triphosphates! of! both! GNA! and! TNA! to! be! accepted! by! certain! DNA! polymerase!enzymes,!it’s!entirely!possible!that!these!classes!of!molecules!could!have!served!as!precursors!to!the!“RNA!World.”10!
! !Similar! to! the! above,!we! set! about! continuing!with! the! trend! of! backbone!modification.! !However,!unlike!with! the!backbone! truncation!of! the!GNA!and!TNA!nucleosides,!our!goal!was! to!create!a!new!class!of!nucleosides!which!extend!upon!the! conventional! 3’K5’! phosphodiester! linkage.! ! In! order! to! do! so,! standard! DNA!building! blocks! (efforts! began! with! 2’Kdeoxyadenosine! and! 2’Kdeoxythymidine)!would! have! an! additional! methylene! moiety! added! to! either! the! 5’Kcarbon! or! 3’Kcarbon,!affording!a!new!family!of!elongated!molecules.! !These!monomers!will!also!be! functionalized! in! such! a! way! that! they! are! accessible! for! solid! phase! DNA!synthesis!(Figure!3.3).!
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!
Figure!3.3:!!2’KdA!and!2’KdT!were!modified!to!afford!extensions!at!the!3’!and!5’Kcarbons,!as!well!as!functionalized!to!be!used!for!solid!phase!DNA!synthesis.!! Given! the! numerous! factors! at! play! in! DNA! hybridization,! it! will! be!interesting! to!see! if! the!addition!of!a!carbon!atom!(per!substituted!residue)! to! the!backbone! will! result! in! the! formation! of! a! new! type! of! duplex.! ! With! increased!spacing! it! could! be! inferred! that! the! ability! of! the! base! pairs! to! stack! will! be!compromised,! but! this! could! also! lead! to! less! chargeKcharge! interaction! between!phosphate!groups,!as!well!as! locally!expanded!major!and!minor!grooves.! !Another!potential!result!could!be!a!change!to!the!DNA’s!turn!length,!which!stands!at!10!base!pairs!per!turn!for!BKform!DNA.!









































! Though! relatively! sparse,! there! have! been! multiple! reported! syntheses! of!extended! deoxyribonucleosides.! ! Langen! and! associates! are! credited! with! the!earliest! synthesis! of! 6’Kdeoxythymidine,! proceeding! through! a! 5’Kcyano! moiety!which! was! ultimately! reduced! to! the! desired! product! (Scheme! 3.1).11! ! However,!reaction!yields!were!poor!and!no!spectral!data!was!reported.! !Additionally,!studies!never!proceeded!past!the!synthetic!phase.!
!
Scheme!3.1:!!Synthetic!efforts!towards!6’KdT!by!Langen!et!al.!







































Scheme!3.2:!!Highlighting!the!key!steps!towards!extended!6’K!and!3’KdT!performed!by!Pederson!et!al.!! Synthesis! of! the! 3’Kextended! deoxythymidine! molecule,! however,!encountered! multiple! problems! (Scheme! 3.2! –! Bottom).! ! Displacement! of! the!protected! 3’Khydroxyl! moiety! by! a! cyanoKnucleophile! couldn’t! possibly! have!maintained! any! sort! of! stereospecificity! about! the! 3’Kcarbon,! and! it’s! more! than!likely!there!was!a!racemic!mixture!present.! !Continuing,!protocol!for!the!reduction!to! the! hydroxymethyl! species!was! not! presented! in! any! detail,! and! the! reference!cited!did!not!contain!any!sort!of!methodology!either.! !It’s!entirely!possible!that!the!expected!product!was!never!actually!created.!


















































with!a!protected!αKDKallofuranose!sugar.! !Subsequent!key!steps! include!a!coupling!reaction! by! a! protected! adenine! base! and! deoxygenation! via! BartonKMcCombie!protocol,! ultimately! yielding! the! protected! 6’Kdeoxyadenosine! derivative! (Scheme!3.3).!
!
Scheme!3.3:!!Synthetic!efforts!towards!a!6’KdA!nucleoside!by!Hecht!et!al.!
! The!main!drawbacks! of! this! pathway! involve!purification! and!believability.!!According! to! the! methods,! flash! chromatography! is! required! after! every! step,!increasing!the!efforts!necessary!to!obtain!purified!intermediates.!!To!that!end,!given!the! high! yields! presented,! it’s! fair! to! wonder! if! an! aggregate! of! product! and!recovered!starting!material!was!reported!for!each!stepwise!yield.!
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3.2!Our!Synthetic!Approaches!for!Extended!Deoxythymidine!Derivatives!
! Dr.! Christopher! Theile! enhanced! the! work! performed! by! Pederson! and!associates!by!using!DessKMartin!protocol!to!oxidize!the!5’Khydroxyl!group,!and!also!achieved!greater!success!in!generating!the!6’KOH!through!use!of!9KBBN.!!Compared!to!the!Swern!oxidation!and!use!of!BH3!preferred!by!Pederson!during!these!two!key!steps,! Dr.! Theile! was! able! to! enhance! the! respective! yields! by! 18%! and! 25%!(Scheme!3.4).!
!
Scheme!3.4:!A!more!efficient!synthesis!of!the!6’KdT!phosphoramidite.!Work!done!by!Dr.!Christopher!Theile.!






















































2) CH3PPh3Br, tBuOK, THF
1) 9-BBN, THF














and! 3’Khydroxyl.! ! This! is! once! again! an! improvement! on! Pederson’s! work,! as! his!pathway!undoubtedly!yielded!a!racemic!mixture!on!the!3’Kcarbon,!versus!Dr.!Das’!SKselectivity!(Scheme!3.5).!
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! Preliminary! trials! for! generating! the! extended! 6’Kdeoxyadenosine!molecule!sought!to!mimic!the!protocol!used!for!synthesis!of!the!6’Kdeoxythymidine!nucleoside!phosphoramidite.! ! Benzoylation! of! the! exocyclic! amino! group! was! followed! by!protection/deprotection! chemistry,! affording! the! silylated! compound! 3! (Scheme!3.6).! ! A! DessKMartin! oxidation! provided! the! crude! 5’Kaldehyde,! which! was!immediately! subjected! to! Wittig! conditions! yielding! the! olefinKcontaining!intermediate!4.!
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1. Dess Martin Periodinane, DCM
2. MTPB, tBuOK, THF
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the!initial!hydroboration!agent,!and!alternatively!borane!dimethyl!sulfide!was!tested!as!well.! !The!reactions!were!also!run!with!increasing!equivalents!of!reagent!and!at!varying!temperatures.!!!!None!of!these!conditions!proved!to!be!acceptable!means!of!conversion.!
! It! was! theorized! that! the! benzoyl! moiety! might! have! been! reacting! or!coordinating!with!the!hydroboration!agent,!so!on!the!next!set!of!trials!it!was!cleaved!with! ammonium! hydroxide! to! afford! the! free! amine! in! the! 6Kposition.! ! Ensuing!hydroboration!and!attempts!at! installation!of! the!6’KOH!nevertheless!proved! to!be!fruitless.! ! After! numerous! failing! attempts,! it! was! determined! this! route! was! not!worth!pursuing.!
3.4!Modifying!the!Protection!Profile!on!the!Adenine!Base!
! The!next!logical!step!was!to!alter!the!functionality!of!the!nucleobase.!!As!the!intermediates!containing!either!an!amide!bond!or!free!amine!proved!unreactive,! it!stood! to! reason! that! an! alternative! design! should! be! pursued.! ! In! an! effort! to!diversify!this!line!of!reasoning,!multiple!strategies!were!enacted.!
! One! method! employed! the! tetramethylsuccinic! anhydride! (TMSA)!protecting/directing!group.! ! It! had!been!previously! shown! that!when!nucleobases!containing! free! amines! were! protected! with! a! TMSA! moiety,! they! adequately!prevented! against! any! unwanted! side! reactions! during! coupling! to! a! modified!furanose!sugar.15! !Moreover,!the!TMSA!group!also!directed!coupling!in!such!a!way!
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that! virtually! only! the! preferred! N9Kproduct! was! achieved.! ! Finally,! TMSA! was!proven!to!be!labile!when!exposed!to!ammonia,!confirming!an!ability!to!be!utilized!in!solid!phase!DNA!synthesis.!
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1. DMT-Cl, DMAP, pyr
2. TBDPS-Cl, imidazole, DMF
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! In! order! to! form! the! coupling! product,! a! bisKtoluoyl! 2’Kdeoxyribose! sugar!containing!an!αKchlorine! in! the!1’Kposition!was!synthesized!with!a!61%!yield!over!three! steps! (compound! 10).16! ! When! combined! with! the! protected! base! 8,! the!desired!β,!N9Knucleoside!was!obtained!in!a!64%!yield.!!Subsequent!deprotection!of!the!toluoyl!groups!afforded!the!TMSAKprotected!analogue!to!the!previously!shown!benzoylated!compound!2.!
! Further! protection/deprotection! chemistry! afforded! the! 3’Ksilylated!compound!13!in!a!45%!yield!over!three!steps.!!Regrettably,!the!TMSA!pathway!was!rendered!unusable!following!the!DessKMartin!oxidation!when!the!subsequent!Wittig!reaction!failed,!presumably!because!unreacted!potassium!tertKbutoxide!deprotected!the! TMSA! moiety.! ! As! it! was! previously! mentioned! that! amineKcontaining!nucleosides! could! not! be! directly! TMSAKprotected,! there! was! no! way! to! attempt!consequent!hydroboration!chemistry.!
! Another! strategy! employed! was! the! use! of! the! N,NKdimethylformamide!dimethyl! acetal! (DMFDMA)! protecting! group! (Scheme! 3.8).! ! This! is! the! same!protection! often! used! with! commercially! available! 2’Kdeoxyguanosine!phosphoramidites,!suggesting!it!could!be!utilized!on!the!6’KdA!substrate!as!well.!!The!resultant!imine!functionality!also!presented!another!test!study!for!the!accessibility!of!hydroboration!and!hydroxyl!installation.!
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!
Scheme!3.8:!!Initial!steps!of!the!attempted!synthesis!of!6’KdA!using!the!DMFDMA!protecting!group.!! Direct!DMFDMA!addition!to!2’Kdeoxyadenosine!proceeded!with!a!quick!and!efficient! yield,! resulting! in! the!protected! imine!14.! ! Following! the! standard! threeKstep! protection/deprotection! chemistry,! the! silylated! compound!15! was! obtained!and!then!subjected!to!the!consecutive!DessKMartin!and!Wittig!reactions.!!Once!again!the! desired!product! failed! to! form,! as! it!was! shown! that! the!DMFDMA!group!was!cleaved! and! the! olefin!wasn’t! produced.! ! At! this! point! enough! empirical! evidence!existed! to! suggest! the! presence! of! any! type! of! amine! (protected! or! not)! was!essentially!poisoning!the!reaction!pathway.!
3.5!A!BottomTUp!Approach!Utilizing!a!6Tchloropurine!Nucleobase!
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Scheme!3.9:!!Toluoyl!deprotection!of!chloropurine!nucleoside!unexpectedly!resulted!in!displacement!and!installation!of!a!methoxy!group.!!Work!performed!with!Dr.!Christopher!Theile.!! Coupling!of! the!chloropurine!nucleobase!proceeded!with!a! lower!yield!than!shown!with!TMSAKprotected!adenine,!affording!the!N9Kproduct!17! in!a!45%!yield.!!This!is!due!to!the!lack!of!steric!bulk!possessed!by!the!chlorine!atom,!allowing!for!an!additional! 35%! yield! of! the! undesired! N7Kcoupled! nucleoside! due! to! a! lack! of!“directing”!ability.! ! Fortunately,! these! two! isomers!were!easily! separated!via! flash!chromatography.!



































of! the! chlorine! atom.! ! Reactions,! both! at! 25! °C! and! elevated! temperatures,! using!alternative! nucleophiles! were! attempted! in! collaboration! with! Dr.! Christopher!Theile,!but! these!resulted! in!either!no! toluoyl!deprotection!(sodium!hydroxide)!or!the! same!methoxy! installation! (ammonia! in!methanol).! ! Alteration! of! the! NaOMe!reactions!(including!reduced!temperatures!and!limiting!equivalents!of!reagent)!also!showed!no!specificity!for!toluoyl!cleavage!versus!chlorine!displacement.!
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! Sadly,! ensuing! attempts! to! introduce! the! amine! moiety! via! nucleophilic!displacement!were!unsuccessful.!!Both!ammonia!in!methanol!and!hydrazine!proved!unable!to!displace!the!methoxy!group,!including!at!increased!temperatures!as!well!as!in!a!pressure!vessel.!!As!such,!the!6Kchloropurine!pathway!was!abandoned!and!it!was!determined!that!efforts!should!focus!on!regulating!controllable!factors!outside!of!nucleobase!modification.!
3.6!Synthetic!Attempts!Involving!Alternative!Wittig!Reagents!
! Thus!far!the!efforts!described!have!shown!that!success!of!the!hydroboration!reaction!and!the!presence!of!the!exocyclic!amino!group!(protected!or!not)!in!the!6Kposition!are!mutually!exclusive!concepts.! !The! lone!trial!where!hydroboration!and!hydroxyl!installation!were!effective!exploited!the!absence!of!the!amino!functionality,!but! subsequent! downstream! displacement! attempts! were! rendered! fruitless.!!Because! of! these! facts,! it! was! determined! that! creation! of! the! 6’KOH! should! be!achieved!in!a!different!fashion,!preferably!one!which!is!performed!on!a!protected!2’Kdeoxyadenosine!molecule.!
! One! of! the! key! steps! in! each! pathway! shown! above! is! the!Wittig! reaction,!which! both! adds! a! 6’Kcarbon! and! olefinates! the! 5’K6’! carbonKcarbon! bond.! ! The!Wittig! reactions! described! in! previous! schemes! employed! the!methyltriphenylphosphonium! bromide! (MTPB)! reagent! as! a!means! of! alkenation,!“simply”! replacing! the! oxygen! atom! of! the! terminal! aldehyde! (the! DessKMartin!
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intermediate)!with!a!carbon.!!However,!it’s!also!possible!to!use!more!elegant!Wittig!reagents! in! place! of! MTPB,! thereby! allowing! for! the! ability! to! functionalize! the!intermediate!compound!even!further.!
! One! such! commercially! available! Wittig! reagent! is!(methoxymethyl)triphenylphosphonium! chloride! (MOMTPC).! ! Unlike! MTPB,! the!MOMTPC! reagent! not! only! installs! the! 6’Kcarbon! atom,! but! also! a! methylated! 6’Khydroxyl! group! as! well.! ! Following! DessKMartin! oxidation,! this! methodology! was!employed!to!gain!compound!22!with!a!60%!yield!over!two!steps!(Scheme!3.11).!
!
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resulted!in!either!decomposition/depurination!(boron!tribromide,!iodocyclohexane!and! pyridinium!pKtoluenesulfonate)! or! no! reaction! (mercuric! acetate).17,!18! ! These!procedures!were!replicated!on!the!reduced!alkane!22!(achieved!via!hydrogenation),!but!the!results!were!no!different.!




! Following!application!of!the!DessKMartin!periodinane,!Wittig!reagent!24!was!used! to! create! the! benzylKprotected! alkene! 25.! ! Conveniently! enough! benzyl!moieties! can! be! removed! via! hydrogenation! conditions,! which! should!simultaneously! reduce! the! 5’K6’! carbonKcarbon! double! bond! as! well,! effectively!killing! two! birds!with! one! synthetic! stone.! ! However,!when! subjected! to!multiple!activated!palladium!reagents!the!benzyl!group!remained!intact,!despite!reduction!of!the!double!bond.!
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but!for!an!unknown!reason!the!benzylKWittig!reaction!wasn’t!able!to!be!replicated!again,! despite! exhaustive! efforts.! ! With! an! absence! of! the! benzylated! alkene,! no!further!attempts!were!able!to!be!made.!
3.7!A!2’Tdeoxyinosine!Conversion!Methodology!
3.7.1!Previous!Efforts!with!a!2’Tdeoxyinosine!Conversion!Pathway!
! With!other!avenues!failing,!Dr.!Christopher!Theile!attempted!another!method!towards!“masking”!the!effect!of!the!exocyclic!amine,!this!time!via!a!2’Kdeoxyinosine!conversion!(Scheme!3.13).! !The!premise!was!similar!to!that!of!the!previously!seen!“methoxy”! scheme! (section! 3.5),! where! successful! hydroboration! chemistry! was!performed! on! a! purine! nucleoside! that! didn’t! contain! any! sort! of! amine!functionality.!
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! PerKacylation!yielded!the!protected!intermediate!28,!followed!by!addition!of!the! 2,4,6Ktriisopropylbenzenesulfonyl! chloride! (TIBS)! protecting! group.! ! The! O6Kprotected!isomer!was!achieved!in!a!34%!yielded!and!separated!from!the!undesired!N2Kprotected! sideKproduct.! ! As! TIBSKprotected! oxygen! atoms! on! pyrimidine!nucleosides!have!previously!been!shown!to!act!as!leaving!groups!in!the!presence!of!a!nucleophile,!it!was!surmised!the!same!could!be!done!with!purines.22!
! The! first! displacement! attempt! utilized! reKdistilled! benzylamine! as! a!nucleophile.22! ! Similar! to! the! plan! for! the! benzylic! oxygen! atoms! shown! before!(section! 3.6),! the! thought! was! upon! addition,! the! benzyl! functionality! could! be!cleaved! using! hydrogenation! conditions.! ! However,! despite! multiple,! varying!conditions!(changes!include!benzylamine!concentration!and!dilution!of!the!starting!material),!the!only!product!achieved!was!that!of!an!intramolecular!rearrangement.!
! !When! other! reagents! were! used,! the! desired! product! still! remained!unachieved.!!Depending!on!the!reaction!conditions,!results!ranged!from!installation!of! a! methylated! oxygen! (NH3/MeOH)! to! degradation! (hydrazine)! to! simply! no!reaction!(NH3/dioxane).23!!Once!again,!it!was!determined!other!possibilities!needed!to!be!explored.!
! Along! those! lines,! Verdine! and! associates! had! established! the! concept! of!“convertible! nucleosides.”24! ! These! were! essentially! defined! as! nucleoside!phosphoramidites!that!could!be!incorporated!into!RNA,!and!modified!after!the!solid!
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phase!synthetic!process.!!This!was!done!by!virtue!of!having!a!pKchlorophenol!leaving!group!on!the!nucleobase,!which!could!be!displaced!as!necessary.!
! While!Verdine!performed!his!modifications!on!an!entire!ssRNA!oligomer,!this!was!viewed!as!an!untenable!option!for!our!efforts,!as!the!efficacy!of!the!conversion!wouldn’t!be!determined!until!a!mass!of! the!pure!ssDNA!was!obtained.! !Therefore,!analogous! chemistry! was! performed! directly! on! the! TIBSKprotected! inosine!nucleoside!29!in!order!to!explore!the!potential!reactivity!(Scheme!3.15).!
!


































! As! sections! 3.3! –! 3.7! have! now! shown,! synthesis! of! the! 6’Kdeoxyadenosine!nucleoside!was!resistant!to!chemistry!that!worked!for!6’Kdeoxythymidine,!as!well!as!to!a!series!of!more!elaborate!pathways.! !The!key!step!of!delivering!the!6’Khydroxyl!entity!only!worked!with! intermediates! that!didn’t! contain! an! amino! (protected!or!not)!functionality!on!the!nucleobase,!and!on!said!molecules!the!conversion!back!to!a!deoxyadenosine!analogue!proved!unachievable.! !Ultimately,! it! appeared!as! though!an! alternative!means! of! hydroxyl! installation!was! necessitated,! and! that! it! should!take!place!on!an!amineKcontaining!nucleoside.!




! The!diolKinstallation!was!achieved!in!an!89%!yield!to!afford!intermediate!31!in!a!racemic!mixture,!due!to!the!stereocenter!at!the!5’Kcarbon.!!The!6’Khydroxyl!was!then! silylated,! and! thiocarbonyldiimidazole!was! used! to! turn! the! 5’Koxygen! into! a!leaving! group! for! completion! of! the! BartonKMcCombie! deoxygenation! process.!!Radicalization!then!resulted!in!elimination!of!the!protected!5’Khydroxyl!to!afford!the!bisKsilylated!6’Kdeoxyadenosine!analogue!34!in!a!78%!yield.!







































































































Mass)(Da))GKControl! 5'Kd(GGCGAATTCCGG)K3'! 3685.5& 3691.4&CKControl! 5'Kd(CCGGAATTCGCC)K3'! 3606.4& 3612.1&GA62! 5'Kd(GGCGA6A6TTCCGG)K3'! 3713.6& 3720.2&CA62! 5'Kd(CCGGA6A6TTCGCC)K3'! 3634.5& 3640.3&GT62! 5'Kd(GGCGAAT6T6CCGG)K3'! 3713.6& 3721.7&CT62! 5'Kd(CCGGAAT6T6CGCC)K3'! 3634.5& 3641.3&GT32! 5'Kd(GGCGAAT3T3CCGG)K3'! 3713.6& 3720.0&CT32! 5'Kd(CCGGAAT3T3CGCC)K3'! 3634.5& 3641.0&
Table!3.1:!!Names,!sequences!and!masses!(obtained!via!MALDI)!of!the!ssDNA!strands!utilized.!!Substituted!nucleosides!are!denoted!with!a!subscript!number!corresponding!to!the!extension!site.!!The!first!letter!of!the!strand!name!indicates!which!control!sequence!it!mimics,!and!the!terminal!number!references!the!total!amount!of!substitutions.!
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! ssDNA! was! synthesized,! purified! and! quantitated! as! described! in! section!3.12.3,!at!which!point!it!was!possible!to!perform!hybridization!studies!and!ascertain!the!melting!temperatures!(Tm)!of!the!various!DNA!duplexes.!!Duplexes!were!formed!in!accordance!with!complementarity!constraints,!with!every!possible!match!utilized.!!Subsequent!temperature!studies!(described!in!section!3.12.3)!resulted!in!a!series!of!Tm!values!for!the!duplexes!tested.!
3.9.2!Tm!Determinations!of!Duplexes!Containing!6’Tnucleosides!




! Next,! the! sequences! containing! the! 6’Kextended! substitutions! (GA62,! CA62,!GT62!and!CT62)!were!analyzed.!!First,!they!were!paired!with!the!control!sequences!to!determine!if!any!decrease!in!stability!would!be!brought!about!by!the!addition!of!the! extra! carbon! atom! (per!nucleoside)! to! only! one!half! of! the!duplex.! !As! can!be!seen!in!the!melting!curves,!this!was!indeed!the!case.!!The!duplexes!containing!the!6’Kdeoxyadenosine! substitutions! presented! Tm! values! of! 49! °C,! while! the! duplexes!including!the!6’Kdeoxythymidine!nucleosides!dropped!to!even!lower!Tm!values!of!44!°C!(Figure!3.5).!
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! In!the!low!salt!studies,!the!first!transitions!occur!between!approximately!19K20!°C.!!This!is!likely!suggestive!of!a!fraction!of!duplexes!which!were!unable!to!form!all! twelve! base! pairs.! ! The! next! transitions! occurred! between! 42K43! °C,! or!approximately! 10! degrees! lower! than! the! control! duplex.! ! At! higher! salt!concentration!the!duplexes!were!seemingly!able!to!fully!form,!but!Tm!values!of!49!°C!also!remain!10!degrees!lower!than!the!measured!standard.!!All!data!was!shown!to!be!reversible!upon!cooling!back!down!to!4!°C.!
! The!hybridization!and!stability!results!are!summarized!below!(Table!3.2):!
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Strand)1) Strand)2) [NaCl]) Tm)(±)1)°C)) Delta)Tm)from)Standard)(°C))
G.Control& C.Control& 100&mM& 53& N/A&
G.Control& C.Control& 1&M& 59& N/A&
GA62& C.Control& 100&mM& 49& 4&
GA62& C.Control& 1&M& 55& 4&
CA62& G.Control& 100&mM& 49& 4&
CA62& G.Control& 1&M& 55& 4&
GT62& C.Control& 100&mM& 44& 9&
GT62& C.Control& 1&M& 52& 7&
CT62& G.Control& 100&mM& 44& 9&
CT62& G.Control& 1&M& 52& 7&
GA62& CA62& 100&mM& N/A& N/A&
GA62& CA62& 1&M& 52& 7&
GT62& CT62& 100&mM& N/A& N/A&
GT62& CT62& 1&M& 44& 15&
GA62& CT62& 100&mM& 19,&43& 34,&10&
GA62& CT62& 1&M& 49& 10&
CA62& GT62& 100&mM& 20,&42& 33,&11&
CA62& GT62& 1&M& 49& 10&
!Table!3.2:!!A!summary!of!every!combination!of!complementary!sequences!utilizing!6’Knucleosides,!as!well!as!hybridizing!conditions!and!Tm!values.!
3.9.3!Discussion!of!Tm!Studies!for!DNA!Containing!6’Tnucleosides!
! One!major!observed!trend!is!the!difference!in!destabilization!brought!about!by!6’Kdeoxyadeonsine!nucleosides!relative!to!their!6’Kdeoxythymidine!complements.!!Regardless! of! salt! concentration,! duplexes! containing! only! the! extended! purines!showed!a!drop!in!Tm!value!equivalent!to!2!°C!per!substitution.!!For!the!pyrimidine!analogue,!that!number!jumped!twofold!to!approximately!4!°C!per!replacement.!
! This! can!potentially! be! explained!by! the! relative! steric! bulk! of! the! adenine!base!versus!the!smaller!thymine.!!Due!to!the!bicyclic!nature!of!purine!nucleobases,!they!encompass!a!larger!area!within!the!core!of!the!DNA!duplex,!stretching!past!the!
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midpoint!of! the!space!occupied!by!a!hydrogenKbonding!pair! (Figure!3.8KA).! !While!it’s!disingenuous!to!assert!that!the!purine!nucleobases!impart!a!greater!impact!unto!duplex!stability,!their!relative!bulk!could!be!a!key!factor!in!play.!
!
Figure!3.8:!!A)!A!topKdown!view!of!a!purineKpyrimidine!base!pair!within!a!duplex,!B)!baseKpair!stacking!when!little!propeller!twist!is!present,!and!C)!the!impact!a!high!propeller!twist!has!on!successive!base!pairs.!
! Given! the! extra! carbon! inserted! into! the!phosphodiester! scaffold!by! the!6’Knucleosides,! it’s!possible! that! the!backbone! is!kinking!and! flipping!out!of!position.!!This! could! subsequently! alter! the! relative!position!of! the! sugar,! and! therefore! the!base.!!Should!the!nucleobase!be!removed!from!its!usual!position!within!the!duplex,!it!could!result!in!a!higher!propeller!twist!than!normal,!or!disengage!from!hydrogen!bonding!altogether!(Figure!3.8KB/C).!
! As!purine!nucleobases!are!set!deeper!into!the!hydrogen!bonding!axis,!a!kink!in!the!backbone!could!potentially!result!in!a!less!impactful!relative!positional!shift.!!Though! still! not! ideal,! an! offset! purine! could! still! possibly! afford! a! greater!conservation! of! the! standard! conformation,! and! henceforth! a! relatively! higher!amount!of!preserved!baseKstacking.!!While!the!full!truth!is!likely!more!complicated,!this!qualitative!observation!would!seem!to!mesh!with!the!gathered!data.!
A B C 
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! In! terms! of! the! general! trend! of! duplex! destabilization,! it! isn’t! altogether!unsurprising.! ! Apart! from! the! control! duplex,! no! pair! of! complementary! ssDNA!shown! in!Table!3.1!possesses! the!exact!same!combination!of!backbone! length!and!polarity!as!its!partner.!!As!such,!the!duplex!is!likely!forced!to!adopt!a!new,!relatively!unstable!conformation!in!order!to!account!for!these!differences!(Figure!3.9).!
!












! Typical! baseKpairing! integrity! remains! compromised! even! when! the! 6’Knucleosides!are!placed!directly!opposite!one!another!(GA62/CT62!and!CA62/GT62).!!Despite!the!fact!that!the!local!backbone!lengths!are!now!the!same,!the!difference!in!strand!polarity! ensures! that!pseudoKnormal!duplex! conditions! cannot!be!achieved!(Figure! 3.9KB).! ! An! enhanced! view! of! the! region! containing! “extended”! baseKpairs!helps!explain!the!potential!issues!caused!by!this!inequity!(Figure!3.10).!
!
Figure!3.10:!!A!local!view!of!the!substituted!duplex!core,!highlighting!the!extension!inequality!caused!by!opposing!strand!polarities.!The!red!bonds!signify!the!extension!sites.!






































that,! on! average,! each! substituted! nucleoside! destabilized! the! duplex! by!approximately!2.5!°C.!
3.9.4!Tm!Determinations!of!Duplexes!Containing!Both!6’Tdeoxyadenosine!and!
Extended!3’Tdeoxythymidine!
! In!order!to!rectify! the!continuing! issues!with!strand! length/polarity,!ssDNA!incorporating! the! extended! 3’Kdeoxythymidine! nucleoside! (shown! in! section! 3.2)!was! synthesized.! ! These! strands! (GT32! and! CT32)! were! then! paired! with!complementary! sequences! containing! 6’Kdeoxyadenosine! nucleosides! (GA62! and!CA62)!in!an!effort!to!create!a!more!uniform!local!backbone!(Figure!3.11).!
!








! Temperature! scans!were!also! run!at!higher! salt! concentration,!with! similar!relative!destabilization!effects.! !The!data!for!this!family!of!duplexes!is!summarized!below!(Table!3.3).!
Strand)1) Strand)2) [NaCl]) Tm)(±)1)°C)) Delta)Tm)from)Standard)(°C))
GA62& CT32& 100&mM& 42& 11&
GA62& CT32& 1&M& 49& 10&
CA62& GT32& 100&mM& 42& 11&
CA62& GT32& 1&M& 48& 11&
Table!3.3:!!Summary!of!the!duplex!pairs,!salt!concentrations!and!Tm!values!for!strands!containing!6’KdA!and!extended!3’KdT!nucleosides.!
3.9.5! Discussion! of! Tm! Studies! for! DNA! Containing! 6’Tdeoxyadenosine! and!
Extended!3’Tdeoxythymidine!nucleosides!
! Despite! the! backbone! length/polarity! issue! being! rectified,! complementary!insertion!of!the!6’K!and!extended!3’Knucleosides!still!produced!a!destabilizing!effect!on! duplexed! DNA.! ! To! that! point,! an! average! decrease! of! 11! °C! (2.75! °C! per!substituted!nucleoside)! to! the!duplex!Tm!value!was!noticed!across! the! four! trials.!!
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This!aligns!with!the!trends!observed!with!the!A6/T6!pairs,!though!it!should!be!noted!that!the!A6/T3!duplexes!were!able!to!fully!form!at!low!salt!concentration.!
Without! a! crystallographic! interpretation! it’s! impossible! to! know! precisely!why! the! insertion! of! the! additional! carbon! atoms! has! a! deleterious! effect,! but!potential! reasons! include! loss! of! base! stacking,! or! a! moderate! change! to! the!backbone! conformation! (outward! kink! versus! an! even! tighter! coil).! ! Another!potential! rationale! involved! the! number! of! substitutions,! as! only! two! of! the! 12!nucleosides! (per!strand)!possessed! the!additional!carbon!atom.! !These! “extended”!base!pairs!are!only!20%!of! the! length!of!BKform!DNA’s! “unit!cell”!of!10!baseKpairs!per! turn,! resulting! in! an! inability! to! gauge! the! effects!of! the! extended!nucleosides!over!a!full!turnKlength.!!As!such,!future!studies!should!include!longer!internal!tracts!of!the!complementary!elongated!nucleosides.!
3.9.6!Intercalation!of!the!Extended!Duplexes!
! Given!the!likely!perturbation!of!the!πKπ!interactions!generated!by!successive!base!stacking!events,!it!was!reasoned!that!the!stability!of!these!substituted!duplexes!could! benefit! from! the! addition! of! an! intercalating! agent.! ! Generally! planar! and!aromatic,!DNA!intercalators!are!a!class!of!molecules!that!possess!an!ability!to!insert!themselves!within!the!base!stacking!hierarchy!of!the!duplex!core.!!Furthermore,!as!intercalators! are! known! to! change! the! conformation! of! duplexed! DNA! by! slightly!
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unwinding! its! phosphodiester! backbone,! the! extended! duplexes! described! above!seem!like!a!logical!fit.!
! Often! used! as! a! finishing! stain! for! gel! electrophoresis,! ethidium! bromide!(EtBr)!is!one!of!the!most!common!DNA!intercalators!(Figure!3.13).!!Its!interactions!with! DNA! have! been! extensively! scrutinized,! including! binding! constant!determination,! as!well! as! binding! efficiency! as! a! function! of! temperature! and! salt!concentration.25,!26!!Continuing,!given!EtBr’s!relatively!minor!absorbance!at!λ!=!260!nm,! there! should! be! little! if! any! interference!with! the! UV! absorption! of! the! DNA!nucleobases.!
!
Figure!3.13:!!A)!structure!of!EtBr!and!B)!a!threeKdimensional!depiction!of!its!insertion!between!two!AKU!base!pairs.!Initial! EtBr! intercalation! attempts! focused! on! duplexes! containing! 6’Kextended! nucleosides! placed! opposite! native! nucleosides! (Table! 3.4).! ! As! these!duplexes!were!either!destabilized,!or!didn’t!form!at!all!at!low!salt!concentration,!the!goal! was! to! see! if! EtBr! addition! could! have! a! positive! effect! on! stability.! ! These!preliminary! trials! afforded! mixed! results! (see! Section! 3.12.3! for! a! detailed!experimental!protocol).!
A B 
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ssDNA!Pair! Tm!Without!EtBr!(±!1!°C)! Tm!With!EtBr!(±!1!°C)!CKControl/GA62! 49! 50!CKControl/GT62! 44! 45!GA62/CA62! N/A! N/A!GT62/CT62! N/A! 42!
Table!3.4:!!Tm!values!for!a!quartet!of!duplexes!both!with!and!without!the!presence!of!EtBr.!!All!studies!were!performed!with!a!salt!concentration!of!100!mM!NaCl.!! !Duplexes! containing! substitutions! on! only! one! strand! (top! two! entries! in!Table! 3.4)! saw! a!marginal! increase! in! their! respective! Tm! values.! ! As! these!were!already!the!most!stable!and!afforded!the!least!amount!of!baseKpair!interruption,!it’s!not!wholly!unsurprising!that!the!presence!of!an!intercalator!provided!little!gain! in!stability.! !According!to!the!firstKderivative!plots,!the!Tm!value!for!each!duplex!only!increased!by!1!°C.!






! These!findings!align!with!the!previous!assertion!that!the!thymine!nucleobase!was! drawn! out! of! its! base! pairing! position! in! a! more! complete! fashion! than! the!adenine! analogue! (Figure! 3.8).! ! The! space! afforded! by! the! combination! of! the!extended!backbone!and!displaced!nucleobases!could!have!provided!the!an!opening!for! EtBr! binding,! which! in! turn!may! have! precipitated! an! energetically! favorable!restructuring! of! the! internal! hydrophobic! core.! ! The! resultant! intercalated! duplex!displayed!a!Tm!value!of!42!°C,!which!was!only!two!degrees! lower!than!the!duplex!formed!at!a!1!M!salt!concentration!(without!the!presence!of!an!intercalator).!
! Subsequent! studies! were! then! performed!with! duplexes! containing! the! 6’Kdeoxyadenosine!nucleosides!opposite!either!the!6’Kdeoxythymidine!or!extended!3’Kdeoxythymidine!molecules.!!Regardless!of!the!pairing,!the!increased!local!backbone!spacing! on! both! strands! could! present! an! additional! impetus! for! intercalation!
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(Figures!3.9KB!and!3.11).! !However,!the!intercalator!provided!little!to!no!change!in!the!duplex!melting!profiles.!
ssDNA!Pair! Tm!Without!EtBr!(°C)! Tm!With!EtBr!(°C)!CA62/GT62! 19,!43! N/A!CA62/GT32! 42! 43!
Table!3.5:!!Comparative!Tm!values!for!the!annealing!processes!of!CA62!paired!with!both!GT62!and!GT32,!with!and!without!the!presence!of!EtBr.!!Studies!were!performed!at!100!mM!NaCl.!! Once!again,!the!results!show!very!little!change!in!duplex!stability.!!This!isn’t!wholly! unsurprising,! as! it’s! been! shown! previously! that! vicinal! EtBr! binding! is!anticooperative!and!rarely!occurs.27!!Even!though!there!were!two!extension!sites!on!each!ssDNA,!and!therefore!two!potential!elongated!pockets!of!space!between!base!pairs,!it’s!highly!unlikely!EtBr!would’ve!occupied!both.!!

















step! reactions.! !The!phosphoramidite!was!also! shown! to!be! compatible!with! solid!phase!DNA!synthesis.!
! Upon! insertion! into! ssDNA,! the! extended! family! of! nucleosides! displayed! a!destabilizing! effect! with! every! duplex! pair! tested.! ! Thermal! stabilities! decreased!with! increased! substitutions,! but! placing! the! extended! nucleosides! opposite! one!another!appeared!to!at!least!somewhat!mitigate!this!effect.! !It!was!also!shown!that!the! deoxyadenosine! analogues! had! roughly! half! the! destabilizing! effect! as! their!deoxythymidine!counterparts.!
! Ethidium!bromide!intercalation!was!shown!to!have!a!marginal!effect!on!the!stabilities! of! the! majority! of! duplexes.! ! The! GT62/CT62! pairing! proved! to! be! an!exception!to!this!trend,!as!a!previous!inability!to!anneal!was!supplanted!by!a!more!thermally!stable,!intercalated!duplex.!!It’s!possible!this!system!could!provide!useful!applications!such!as!those!described!in!Section!3.9.6.!
3.11!Future!Directions!









! To! a! flask! containing! dry! 2! (19.06! g,! 53.64! mmol! –! synthesis! and!characterization! described! in! section! 2.8.1)! was! added! anhydrous! pyridine! (700!mL),!DMTKCl! (22.73!g,!67.55!mmol),!dimethylaminopyridine! (647!mg,!5.36!mmol)!and!TEA! (9.72!mL,! 69.73!mmol)! in! a! stepwise!manner.! ! The! reaction!was! stirred!under!nitrogen!at!room!temperature! for!16!hours!and!then!quenched!with!MeOH.!!Volatiles! were! removed! in' vacuo! and! the! crude! was! coKevaporated! with! toluene!(3x).! ! The! resultant! red! oil!was! taken! up! in! DCM,!washed!with!NaHCO3! (2x)! and!brine!(1x),!dried!over!sodium!sulfate!and!reduced!to!dryness.!
The!DMTKprotected!intermediate!was!then!dissolved!in!anhydrous!DMF!(750!mL).!!Imidazole!(9.13!g,!134.1!mmol)!was!added!and!the!stirring!mixture!was!chilled!to! 0! °C.! ! Triisopropylchlorosilane! (25.83! mL,! 120.69! mmol)! was! added! and! the!reaction! was! allowed! to! return! to! room! temperature! and! stir! for! 14! hours.! ! The!reaction! was! quenched! with! MeOH! and! volatiles! were! reduced! under! vacuum!pressure.! !The!crude!material!was!reKdissolved! in!DCM,!washed!with!NaHCO3!(2x)!and!brine!(1x),!dried!over!sodium!sulfate!and!concentrated!under!pressure.!
Due! to!excessive!mass! the!DMT/TIPS!protected! intermediate!was!split! into!two!separate!halfKreactions.!!Each!half!was!dissolved!in!DCM!(750!mL)!and!stirred!at!0! °C,! at! which! time! trichloroacetic! acid! (21.90! g,! 134.1! mmol)! was! added.! ! The!
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mixtures! were! stirred! for! 45! minutes! and! then! quenched! with! TEA! (22.43! mL,!160.92!mmol).! !The! reaction!mixtures!were! then! combined,!washed!with!NaHCO3!(1x)! and! brine! (1x),! dried! over! sodium! sulfate! and! reduced! under! pressure.! ! The!combined! crude! material! was! purified! via! flash! chromatography! (7:3!EtOAc/hexanes),!and!pure!3!was!obtained!as!a!white!foam!(13.16!g,!48%!over!three!steps).!!RF!=!0.15!(3:1!EtOAc/hexanes).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!1.10!(s,!18H),!1.62!(s,!3H),!2.37!(m,!1H),!3.10!(m,!1H),!3.81!(t,!1H),!4.01!(d,!1H),!4.24!(s,!1H),!4.82!(d,!1H),!5.88!(d,!1H),!6.40!(m,!1H),!7.55!(t,!2H),!7.64!(t,!1H),!8.05!(d,!2H),!8.13!(s,!1H),!8.80!(s,!1H),!9.03!(s,!1H).!!13C!NMR!(100!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!11.90,!17.91,!41.55,!63.12,!74.09,!74.57,!87.58,!90.45,!124.38,!127.90,!128.37,!133.46,!142.73,!150.23,!150.75,!151.99,!165.03.!!ESIKMS!(positive):!!512.15![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!512.2694).!
Compound!4!
! To!a!flask!containing!pure,!dry!3!(7.75!g,!15.14!mmol)!was!added!anhydrous!DCM!(310!mL)!and!DessKMartin!periodinane!(12.85!g,!30.3!mmol).!!The!solution!was!stirred!under!nitrogen!at!room!temperature!for!two!hours!and!then!quenched!with!equal!parts!of!NaHCO3!and!sodium!thiosulfate!(saturated!solutions! in!water).! !The!organic! layer! was! sequestered! and! washed! with! brine! (2x),! dried! over! sodium!sulfate!and!concentrated!under!pressure.!
! In! a! separate! flask,! methyltriphenylphosphonium! bromide! (21.63! g,! 60.56!mmol)! and! potassium! tertKbutoxide! (5.52! g,! 49.21! mmol)! were! dissolved! in!
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anhydrous! THF! (250! mL)! and! stirred! under! nitrogen! for! one! hour! at! room!temperature.! ! At! that! point,! the! dried! crude! from! the! DessKMartin! reaction! was!dissolved!in!anhydrous!THF!(100!mL)!and!added!to!the!stirring!mixture!via!cannula.!!The!solution!was!stirred!at!room!temperature!for!18!hours!and!then!quenched!with!a!saturated!solution!of!NH4Cl.!
! Volatiles!were!removed!in'vacuo!and!the!crude!was!taken!up!in!DCM,!washed!with! NaHCO3! (1x)! and! brine! (1x),! dried! over! sodium! sulfate! and! reduced! under!pressure! as! a! red! oil.! ! Pure! 4! was! obtained! via! column! chromatography! (3:1!EtOAc/hexanes)! as! a! white! foam! (4.70! g,! 61%! over! two! steps).! ! RF! =! 0.40! (3:1!EtOAc/hexanes).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!1.05!(d,!18H),!1.11!(q,!3H),!2.52!(d,!1H),!2.85!(m,!1H),!4.49!(d,!1H),!4.59!(d,!1H),!5.24!(d,!1H),!5.31!(d,!1H),!6.00!(m,!1H),!6.47!(d,!1H),!7.49!(t,!2H),!7.55!(t,!1H),!8.02!(d,!2H),!8.18!(s,!1H),!8.75!(s,!1H),!9.27!(s,!1H).! !13C!NMR!(100!MHz;!CDCl3):! !δ!12.03,!17.93,!40.27,!53.41,!76.05,!84.96,!88.95,!118.06,! 127.90,! 128.77,! 132.69,! 135.57,! 141.69,! 149.58,! 152.55,! 164.75.! ! ESIKMS!(positive):!!508.2770![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!508.2745).!
Compound!6!
! To! a! flask! containing! 2,2,3,3Ktetramethylsuccinonitrile! (5.00! g,! 36.7!mmol)!was!added!a!3:2!mixture!of!H2O/H2SO4!(100!mL),!and!the!mixture!was!heated!to!100!°C!and!stirred!for!15!minutes.!!The!reaction!was!then!heated!to!140!°C!and!refluxed!for!an!additional!two!hours.! !The!mixture!was!next!returned!to!room!temperature,!
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and!the!product!was!extracted!using!diethyl!ether.!!The!organic!layer!was!then!dried!over! sodium! sulfate! and! concentrated! under! pressure! to! yield! pure! 6! as! a! white!solid!(5.16!g,!90%).!!1H!NMR!as!described!in!literature.!
Compound!8!
! To!a!flask!containing!dry!adenine!(3.00!g,!22.2!mmol)!was!added!anhydrous!pyridine! (20!mL)! and!6! (6.93! g,! 44.4!mmol).! ! The! reaction!was! heated! to! 90! °C,!stirred! under! nitrogen! for! 14! hours,! lowered! to! room! temperature! and! quenched!with!water.! ! Volatiles!were! removed! and! the! crude! then!was! coKevaporated!with!toluene! (3x).! ! Flash! chromatography! (9:1! DCM/MeOH)! yielded! a! combination! of!desired!product!and!nonKcyclized!protected!adenine.!
! This!mixture! of! products!was! dissolved! in! reKdistilled! thionyl! chloride! (10!mL)! and! refluxed! at! 80! °C! for! two! hours.! ! Volatiles! were! removed! via! rotary!evaporation!and!the!crude!was!coKevaporated!with!ethyl!acetate!(5x).! !Subsequent!flash! chromatography! (9:1!DCM/MeOH)! afforded! pure!8! as! a!white! solid! (5.18! g,!86%).!!RF!=!0.52!(9:1!DCM/MeOH).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!DMSOKd6):!!δ!1.29!(s,!12H),!8.82!(s,!1H),!8.98!(s,!1H).!
Compound!10!
! To!a!flask!containing!dry!2KdeoxyKdKribose!(30.00!g,!223.5!mmol)!was!added!anhydrous!MeOH! (360!mL)! and! the!mixture!was! stirred! under! nitrogen! at! room!
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temperature.!!A!solution!of!methanolic!HCl!(60!mL!–!made!by!combining!1.7!mL!of!acetyl! chloride! in! 100!mL! of!MeOH)!was! added! via! syringe! and! the! reaction!was!stirred! for! 25! minutes! before! being! quenched! with! NaHCO3! (12! g).! ! Particulates!were!filtered!off!and!the!supernatant!was!reduced!under!low!pressure.!
! The!crude!was!then!coKevaporated!with!anhydrous!pyridine!(3x),!reduced!to!a!volume!of!90!mL!and!stirred!under!nitrogen!at!0!°C.!!In!a!separate!flask,!pKtoluoyl!chloride!(66!mL,!154.6!mmol)!was!dissolved!in!anhydrous!pyridine!(90!mL),!and!the!mixture!was!added!to!the!crude!via!cannula.!!The!solution!was!allowed!to!warm!to!room!temperature!and!react!for!16!hours.!
! The!mixture!was!quenched!with! cold!water! (360!mL),! extracted!with!DCM!(3x)!and!then!washed!successively!with!NaHCO3!(2x),!2N!HCl!(1x)!and!water!(1x).!!The!crude!was!dried!over!sodium!sulfate,!concentrated!under!diminished!pressure!and!the!resultant!orangeKbrown!oil!was!dried!under!high!vacuum!pressure.!





! !Pure,!dry!8!(5.18!g,!19.0!mmol)!was!dissolved!in!anhydrous!ACN!(500!mL).!!Sodium!hydride!(1.60!g,!33.3!mmol)!was!added!and!the!solution!was!stirred!under!nitrogen!at!room!temperature!for!one!hour.!!Pure,!dry!10!(12.95!g,!33.3!mmol)!was!then!added!and!the!solution!was!allowed!to!react!for!an!additional!two!hours.!!Solids!were! removed! via! filtration! and! the! supernatant! was! reduced! under! diminished!pressure.! ! The! desired! N9Kcoupled! product! 11! was! achieved! using! flash!chromatography!(3:2!EtOAc/hexanes)!as!a!white!foam!(8.94!g,!64%).!!RF!=!0.60!(1:1!EtOAc/hexanes).! !1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):! !δ!1.39!(s,!12H),!2.39!(s,!3H),!2.43!(s,!3H),!2.84!(m,!1H),!3.19!(m,!1H),!4.65!(d,!2H),!4.78!(t,!1H),!5.82!(d,!1H),!6.60!(t,!1H),!7.21!(d,!2H),!7.26!(d,!2H),!7.90!(d,!2H),!7.96!(d,!2H),!8.30!(s,!1H),!8.93!(s,!1H).!
Compound!12!
! To!a!flask!containing!pure,!dry!11!(8.94!g,!14.3!mmol)!was!added!anhydrous!MeOH!(400!mL)!and!sodium!methoxide!(114.32!mL,!57.2!mmol!–!0.50!M!solution!in!MeOH),!and!the!reaction!was!stirred!at!room!temperature! for!one!hour.! !Silica!gel!(60! g)!was! then! added,! and! the! solution!was! concentrated! under! pressure.! ! DryKpacked!flash!chromatography!yielded!pure!12!as!a!white!foam!(3.10!g,!56%).!!RF!=!0.10!(3:1!EtOAc/hexanes).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!AcetoneKd6):!!δ!1.39!(s,!12H),!2.58!(m,!
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1H),!3.00!(m,!1H),!3.79!(d,!1H),!3.84!(d,!1H),!4.15!(t,!1H),!4.76!(t,!1H),!6.65!(m,!1H),!8.78! (s,! 1H),! 8.98! (s,! 1H).! ! ESIKMS! (positive):! ! 390.18! [M! +! H]+! (HSMS! calculated!390.1778).!
Compound!13!
! Synthesis!of!13!was!performed!in!an!analogous!fashion!to!compound!3,!with!the!following!quantities!of!reagents:!
! 5’[OH!DMT[protection!–!12! (3.10!g,!8.0!mmol),!DMTKCl! (3.37!g,!10.0!mmol),!dimethylaminopyridine! (98! mg,! 0.8! mmol),! TEA! (1.45! mL,! 10.4! mmol)! and!anhydrous!pyridine!(80!mL)!
! 3’[OH' Silylation! –! Tertbutyldiphenylchlorosilane! (4.14! mL,! 15.9! mmol),!imidazole!(1.08!g,!15.9!mmol),!anhydrous!DMF!(80!mL)!
! Detritylation!–!80%!acetic!acid!in!water!(100!mL),!DCM!(50!mL)!




! To!a! flask! containing!pure,!dry!2’Kdeoxyadenosine! (3.00!g,!11.1!mmol)!was!added!anhydrous!MeOH! (130!mL).! !N,NKdimethylformamide!dimethyl! acetal! (7.44!mL,!55.7!mmol)!was!added!via!syringe!and!the!reaction!was!allowed!to!stir!under!nitrogen!at!room!temperature!for!two!hours.!!Volatiles!were!removed!in!vacuo!and!pure!14!was!reKcrystallized!out!of!ethyl!acetate!as!a!white!solid!(3.24!g,!95%).! !1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CD3OD):! !δ!2.41!(m,!1H),!2.81!(m,!1H),!3.24!(s,!6H),!3.74!(dd,!1H),!3.82!(dd,!1H),!4.07!(q,!1H),!4.59!(m,!1H),!5.58!(s,!1H),!6.50!(m,!1H),!8.43!(d,!1H),!8.92!(s,!1H).!!ESIKMS!(positive):!!307.1688![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!307.1519).!
Compound!15!
! Synthesis!of!15!was!performed!in!an!analogous!fashion!to!compound!3,!with!the!following!quantities!of!reagents:!
! 5’[OH!DMT[protection!–!14!(3.24!g,!10.6!mmol),!DMTKCl!(4.66!g,!13.8!mmol),!dimethylaminopyridine! (129! mg,! 1.1! mmol),! TEA! (1.92! mL,! 13.8! mmol)! and!anhydrous!pyridine!(105!mL)!
! 3’[OH' Silylation! –! Tertbutyldiphenylchlorosilane! (5.50! mL,! 21.2! mmol),!imidazole!(1.44!g,!21.2!mmol),!anhydrous!DMF!(110!mL)!
! Detritylation!–!80%!acetic!acid!in!water!(150!mL),!DCM!(60!mL)!
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Following! flash! chromatography! (3:1! EtOAc/hexanes),! pure!15! was! afforded! as! a!white!foam!(3.87!g,!67%!over!three!steps).!!RF!=!0.25!(3:1!EtOAc/hexanes).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!1.10!(s,!9H),!1.60!(s,!6H),!2.22!(m,!1H),!2.93!(m,!1H),!3.20!(dd,!1H),!3.75!(m,!2H),!4.17!(s,!1H),!4.76!(d,!1H),!5.57!(s,!1H),!6.34!(d,!1H),!7.40!(t,!4H),!7.42!(t,!2H),!7.63!(d,!4H),!7.82!(s,!1H),!8.20!(s,!1H).!
Compound!17!




silica!gel!(40!g)!was!added.!!Volatiles!were!removed!by!rotary!evaporation!to!afford!the!dryKpack!crude,!and!flash!chromatography!(19:1!DCM/MeOH)!yielded!pure!18!as!a!white! foam!(1.69!g,!97%).! !RF!=!0.30!(19:1!DCM/MeOH).! ! 1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!acetoneKd6):! !δ!2.42!(dd,!1H),!2.85!(m,!1H),!3.76!(d,!1H),!3.81!(d,!1H),!4.10!(s,!1H),!4.16!(s,!3H),!4.63!(d,!1H),!6.53!(t,!1H),!8.41!(s,!1H),!8.48!(s,!1H).!!ESIKMS!(positive):!!267.1154![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!267.1094).!
Compound!19!
! Synthesis!of!19!was!performed!in!an!analogous!fashion!to!compound!3,!with!the!following!quantities!of!reagents:!
! 5’[OH!DMT[protection! –!18! (1.69! g,! 6.2!mmol),! DMTKCl! (3.17! g,! 9.4!mmol),!dimethylaminopyridine!(76!mg,!0.6!mmol),!TEA!(1.31!mL,!9.4!mmol)!and!anhydrous!pyridine!(95!mL)!
! 3’[OH' Silylation! –! Tertbutyldiphenylchlorosilane! (3.19! mL,! 12.5! mmol),!imidazole!(850!mg,!12.5!mmol),!anhydrous!DMF!(65!mL)!
! Detritylation!–!80%!acetic!acid!in!water!(75!mL),!DCM!(30!mL)!









! To! a! flask! containing! pure,! dry! 20! (240! mg,! 0.48! mmol)! was! added!anhydrous! THF! (10! mL),! and! the! reaction! was! stirred! under! nitrogen! at! room!temperature.! !9KBBN!(2.85!mL,!1.43!mmol!–!0.5!M!solution!in!THF)!was!added!via!syringe! and! the! solution! was! stirred! for! two! hours! at! room! temperature.! ! The!reaction!temperature!was!then!reduced!to!0!°C!and!hydrogen!peroxide!(61!μL,!0.72!mmol!–!35!weight!%!solution!in!water)!and!sodium!hydroxide!(713!μL,!0.72!mmol!–!1!M!solution)!were!added!concurrently.!!The!reaction!was!allowed!to!warm!to!room!temperature!and!was!stirred!for!an!additional!30!minutes.!!Volatiles!were!removed!
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in'vacuo!and!the!crude!was!taken!up!in!DCM,!washed!with!NaHCO3!(1x)!and!brine!(1x),!dried!over!sodium!sulfate!and!reduced!under!pressure.!!Flash!chromatography!(4:1!EtOAc/hexanes)!afforded!pure!21!as!a!white! foam!(182!mg! ,73%).! !RF!=!0.24!(3:1!EtOAc/hexanes).! !1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):! !δ!0.10!(s,!3H),!0.11!(s,!3H),!0.91!(s,!9H),!1.62!(t,!2H),!1.95!(m,!1H),!2.40!(m,!1H),!2.85!(m,!1H),!3.80!(t,!2H),!4.20!(s,!3H),!4.55!(m,!1H),!6.37!(t,!1H),!8.01!(s,!1H),!8.57!(s,!1H).!!ESIKMS!(positive):!!395.4![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!395.2115).!
Compound!22!
! To!pure!3a!(analogous!to!compound!3,!but!with!a!3’KTBDPS!protection!–!4.00!g,!6.74!mmol)!was!added!anhydrous!DCM!(85!mL)!and!DessKMartin!periodinane!(21!mL,!10.12!mmol!–!0.48!M!solution!in!DCM).!!The!solution!was!stirred!under!nitrogen!for!two!hours,!and!the!reaction!was!then!quenched!and!worked!up!as!described!for!compound!4.!
! In!a!separate!flask,!(methoxymethyl)triphenylphosphonium!chloride!(9.24!g,!26.96!mmol)! and!potassium! tertKbutoxide! (2.65!g,!23.59!mmol)!were!dissolved! in!anhydrous!THF! (70!mL)! and! stirred!under! nitrogen! at! room! temperature! for! one!hour.!!The!crude!DessKMartin!product!was!then!dissolved!in!anhydrous!THF!(20!mL)!and! added! via! cannula.! ! The! solution! was! stirred! under! nitrogen! at! room!temperature! for! 16! hours,! and! then! quenched! and! worked! up! as! described!previously.!!Flash!chromatography!(1:1!EtOAc/hexanes)!yielded!pure!22!as!a!white!
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foam!(2.51!g,!60%!over!two!steps).! !RF!=!0.45!(1:1!EtOAc/hexanes).! !1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):! !δ!1.01!(s,!9H),!2.41!(m,!1H),!2.62!(m,!1H),!3.38!(s,!3H),!3.50!(d,!1H),!4.30!(m,!1H),!4.40!(d,!1H),!4.58!(t,!1H),!6.15!(m,!1H),!7.30!(t,!4H),!7.35!(t,!2H),!7.41!(d,!2H),!7.59!(d,!4H),!7.90!(t,!2H),!7.95!(t,!1H),!8.61!(s,!1H),!8.95!(s,!1H).!
Compound!23!




ether!(1.00!mL,!7.28!mmol).! !The!reaction!was!heated!to!105!°C!and!stirred!for!60!hours,! during!which! time! pure!24! precipitated! out! of! solution.! ! The! reaction!was!quenched!by!reducing! the! temperature! to!0! °C,!at!which!point!24!was! filtered!off,!washed! with! cold! toluene! and! sequestered! as! a! white! powder! (2.35! g,! 70%).!!Melting!point!=!140!°C.!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!5.01!(s,!2H),!6.06!(s,!2H),!7.28!(t,!1H),!7.30!(t,!3H),!7.63!(d,!2H),!7.66!(d,!6H),!7.74!(t,!2H),!7.80!(t,!6H).!
Compound!25!
! To!a!flask!containing!pure,!dry!3!(162!mg,!0.33!mmol)!was!added!anhydrous!DCM!(15!mL)!and!DessKMartin!periodinane!(242!mg,!0.57!mmol).!!The!reaction!was!stirred!under!nitrogen!at!room!temperature!for!two!hours,!and!was!then!quenched!and!worked!up!as!described!previously.!
! In! a! separate! flask,! pure,! dry!24! (500!mg,! 1.30!mmol)! and!potassium! tertKbutoxide! (128! mg,! 1.14! mmol)! were! dissolved! in! a! 2:1! mixture! of! anhydrous!THF/DCM! (15! mL)! and! stirred! for! under! nitrogen! for! two! hours! at! room!temperature.!!The!crude!DessKMartin!product!was!then!dissolved!in!anhydrous!THF!(10!mL)! and! added! via! cannula.! ! The! solution!was! stirred! for! 16! hours,! and! then!quenched! and! worked! up! as! described! above.! ! Flash! chromatography! (1:1!EtOAc/hexanes)!afforded!pure!25!as!a!white! foam!(120!mg,!60%).! !RF!=!0.42!(1:1!EtOAc/hexanes).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!1.06!(s,!18H),!1.25!(s,!3H),!2.55!(m,!1H),!2.99!(m,!1H),!4.60!(dd,!1H),!4.78!(s,!2H),!4.82!(dd,!1H),!5.08!(t,!1H),!6.39!(t,!1H),!
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7.30!–!7.40!(undefined,!5H),!7.55!(t,!2H),!7.60!(t,!1H),!8.02!(d,!2H),!8.18!(s,!1H),!8.80!(s,! 1H),! 9.16! (s,! 1H).! ! MALDIKTOF! (positive):! ! 614.4! [M! +! H]+! (HSMS! calculated!614.3163).!
Compound!26!
! Pure,! dry!25! (30!mg,! 0.05!mmol)! and! palladium!on! activated! charcoal! (50!mg,! 10%! palladium! basis)! were! placed! in! a! nitrogenKfilled! 20KmL! test! tube,! and!dissolved!in!anhydrous!ethanol!(5!mL).!!The!tube!was!then!deposited!in!a!flask!and!placed! on! a! Parr! apparatus.! ! The! system! was! filled! with! hydrogen! gas,! and! the!reaction!was!mixed!for!16!hours.!!Solids!were!filtered!off!over!celite,!and!the!filtrate!was! concentrated! under! vacuum.! ! Flash! chromatography! (1:1! EtOAc/hexanes)!yielded!pure!26!as!a!white!foam!(25!mg,!84%).!!RF!=!0.93!(3:1!EtOAc/hexanes).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):! !δ!1.08!(s,!18H),!1.63!(s,!3H),!2.01!(dd,!2H),!2.48!(m,!1H),!2.91!(m,!1H),!3.60!(t,!2H),!4.20!(m,!1H),!4.49!(s,!2H),!4.63!(m,!1H),!6.41!(t,!1H),!7.30!K7.38!(undefined,!5H),!7.52!(t,!2H),!7.61!(t,!1H),!8.02!(d,!2H),!8.12!(s,!1H),!8.79!(s,!1H),!8.98!(s,!1H).!!ESIKMS!(positive):!!616.3![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!616.3320).!
Compound!28!
! To!a!flask!containing!dry!inosine!(1.00!g,!3.73!mmol)!was!added!anhydrous!pyridine!(50!mL),!TEA!(2.34!mL,!16.78!mmol)!and!acetic!anhydride!(1.59!mL,!16.78!mmol)! in!a!stepwise!manner.! !The!solution!was!heated!to!60!°C!and!stirred!under!nitrogen! for! two! hours,! then! quenched! with! water.! ! Volatiles! were! removed! by!
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rotary! evaporation! and! the! resultant! yellow! oil! was! coKevaporated! with! toluene!(3x).! ! The! crude!was! then! taken!up! in!DCM,!washed!with!NaHCO3! (1x)! and!brine!(1x),!dried!over!sodium!sulfate!and!concentrated!under!pressure!to!afford!pure!28!as!a!white! solid! (1.40!g,!95%).! !RF!=!0.08! (19:1!DCM/MeOH).! ! 1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!2.10!(s,!3H),!2.14!(s,!3H),!2.15!(s,!3H),!4.37!(dd,!1H),!4.44!(dd,!2H),!5.60!(t,!1H),!5.87!(t,!1H),!6.15!(d,!1H),!7.99!(s,!1H),!8.13!(s,!1H).!
Compound!29!




! 4Kchlorophenol!(45!mg,!0.35!mmol)!and!sodium!hydride!(17!mg,!0.35!mmol!–!50!weight!%!dispersion!in!mineral!oil)!were!dissolved!in!anhydrous!DCM!(10!mL)!and! stirred!under!nitrogen! for!one!hour! at! room! temperature.! ! Pure!29! (236!mg,!0.36!mmol)! dissolved! in! anhydrous! DCM! (5!mL)!was! added! via! cannula,! and! the!solution!was!allowed!to!react!for!4!hours.!!Solids!were!removed!via!filtration!and!the!filtrate! was! reduced! under! diminished! pressure.! ! Flash! chromatography! (1:1!EtOAc/hexanes)!afforded!pure!30!as!a!white! solid! (154!mg,!85%).! !RF!=!0.20! (1:1!EtOAc/hexanes).! ! 1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):! ! δ!2.10! (s,!3H),!2.15! (s,!3H),!2.16! (s,!3H),!4.40!(dd,!1H),!4.45!(dd,!2H),!5.60!(t,!1H),!5.88!(t,!1H),!6.19!(d,!1H),!7.19!–!7.24!(undefined,!4H),!8.05!(s,!1H),!8.13!(s,!1H).!
Compound!31!
! To!a!flask!containing!pure!4!(4.61!g,!9.08!mmol)!was!added!DCM!(140!mL),!NKmethylmorpholine!NKoxide!(4.64!mL,!22.7!mmol!–!50!weight!%!aqueous!solution)!and!osmium!tetroxide!(2.31!mL,!0.18!mmol!–!2%!solution!in!water)!in!a!consecutive!fashion.!!The!reaction!was!stirred!for!3!hours!at!room!temperature,!at!which!point!it!was! quenched! with! a! concentrated! sodium! thiosulfate! solution! (20! mL).! ! The!organic! layer!was!sequestered,!washed!with!water!(2x)!and!brine!(1x),!dried!over!sodium! sulfate! and! concentrated! under! reduced! pressure.! ! Flash! chromatography!(99:1!EtOAc/MeOH)!yielded!a!racemic!mixture!of!31!as!a!white!foam!(4.40!g,!89%).!!
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RF!=!0.05!(3:1!EtOAc/hexanes).! ! 1H!NMR!indecipherable!due!to!a!racemic!mixture.!!
13C!NMR!(100!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!12.03,!18.02,!41.43,!63.39,!72.63,!72.96,!86.95,!90.88,!124.38,! 128.04,! 128.73,! 132.79,! 133.45,! 142.75,! 150.29,! 150.67,! 151.93,! 164.87!(some! small! side! peaks! noted! due! to! the! racemic! mixture).! ! ESIKMS! (positive):!!542.2810![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!542.2799).!
Compound!32!
! Pure!31!(3.16!g,!5.83!mmol)!was!dissolved!in!anhydrous!DMF!(100!mL),!and!imidazole! (694! mg,! 10.20! mmol)! was! then! added.! ! The! reaction! mixture! was!reduced! to! 0! °C! and! stirred! under! nitrogen,! at! which! point!tertbutyldiphenylchlorosilane! (2.27! mL,! 8.75! mmol)! was! added! via! syringe.! ! The!reaction! temperature! was! returned! to! 25! °C! and! the! solution! was! stirred! for! 15!hours,! at! which! point! the! solution! was! quenched! with! MeOH.! ! Volatiles! were!removed!via!rotary!evaporation!and!the!resultant!yellow!oil!was!taken!up!in!DCM,!washed!with!NaHCO3! (1x)! and!brine! (1x),! dried! over! sodium! sulfate! and! reduced!under!vacuum!pressure.!!Flash!chromatography!(3:2!EtOAc/hexanes)!provided!pure!
32! as! a! white! foam! (4.16! g,! 91%).! ! RF! =! 0.55! (3:1! EtOAc/hexanes).! ! 1H! NMR!indecipherable! due! to! a! racemic! mixture.! ! 13C! NMR! (100! MHz;! CDCl3)! spectrum!included,! but! also! challenging! to! assign! due! to! the! presence! of! numerous! side!racemic! side! peaks.! ! ESIKMS! (positive):! ! 780.29! [M! +! H]+! (HSMS! calculated!780.3977).!
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Compound!33!
! To!a!flask!containing!pure,!dry!32!(4.16!g,!5.33!mmol)!was!added!anhydrous!THF!(135!mL)!and!thiocarbonyldiimidazole!(4.75!g,!26.62!mmol),!and!the!reaction!was!refluxed!at!65!°C!in!darkness!for!18!hours.!!Volatiles!were!then!removed!under!diminished!pressure!and!the!resultant!red!oil!was!taken!up!in!DCM,!washed!with!a!1%!HCl! solution! (1x! –! 81!mL),! NaHCO3! (1x)! and! brine! (1x),! and! then! dried! over!sodium! sulfate.! ! The! organic! layer! was! concentrated! via! rotary! evaporation! and!flash! chromatography! afforded! a! racemic!mixture! of!33! as! a! white! foam! (4.02! g,!85%).! ! RF! =! 0.20! (3:1! EtOAc/hexanes).! ! 1H!NMR! indecipherable! due! to! a! racemic!mixture.! ! 1H!NMR! indecipherable! due! to! a! racemic!mixture.! ! 13C! NMR! (100!MHz;!CDCl3)! spectrum! included,! but! also! challenging! to! assign! due! to! the! presence! of!numerous! side! racemic! side! peaks.! ! ESIKMS! (positive):! ! 890.95! [M! +! H]+! (HSMS!calculated!890.3916).!
Compound!34!
! Pure!33! (3.98!g,!4.47!mmol)!was!dissolved!in!anhydrous!toluene!(160!mL),!and! tributyltin! hydride! (3.03! mL,! 11.18! mmol)! was! next! added.! ! The! reaction!mixture!was! then!heated! to!75!°C!and!stirred!under!nitrogen.! ! In!a!separate! flask,!AIBN! (204!mg,!1.12!mmol)!was!dissolved! in!anhydrous! toluene! (24!mL),! and! this!solution!was!added! to! the! fully!heated,! stirring!mixture! above! in! three!equivalent!aliquots!over!the!course!of!two!hours.!!The!reaction!was!then!allowed!to!proceed!at!
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75! °C! for! an!additional!14!hours,! at!which!point! volatiles!were! removed! in'vacuo.!!Flash!chromatography!(1:1!EtOAc/hexanes)!yielded!pure!34!as!a!white!foam!(2.34!g,!78%).!!RF!=!0.65!(3:1!EtOAc/hexanes).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!1.03!(q,!3H),!1.06!(d,!18H),!1.11!(s,!9H),!1.85!(m,!1H),!1.98!(m,!1H),!2.50!(m,!1H),!2.87!(m,!1H),!3.78!(t,!2H),!4.31!(m,!1H),!4.57!(m,!1H),!6.40!(t,!1H),!7.35!(t,!4H),!7.40!(t,!2H),!7.49!(t,!2H),!7.58!(t,!1H),!7.65!(d,!4H),!8.03!(d,!2H),!8.06!(s,!1H),!8.75!(s,!1H),!9.33!(s,!1H).!!13C!NMR! (100!MHz;! CDCl3):! ! δ! ! 11.84,! 12.60,! 13.79,! 17.05,! 17.62,! 17.98,! 19.15,! 26.86,!30.90,! 36.90,! 40.42,! 60.36,! 75.93,! 85.15,! 127.62,! 127.77,! 127.86,! 128.83,! 129.62,!132.72,!133.68,!135.51,!141.79,!152.46.!!ESIKMS!(positive):!!764.41![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!764.4028).!
Compound!35!
! To!a!flask!containing!pure,!dry!34!(1.70!g,!2.22!mmol)!was!added!anhydrous!THF! (100!mL)! and! tetrabutylammonium! fluoride! (13.35!mL,! 13.35!mmol! –! 1.0!M!solution!in!THF),!and!the!reaction!was!stirred!under!nitrogen!at!room!temperature!for!15!minutes.!!Volatiles!were!then!removed!under!reduced!pressure,!and!the!crude!was! reKdissolved! in! DCM,! washed! with! NaHCO3! (1x)! and! brine! (1x),! dried! over!sodium! sulfate! and! concentrated! under! vacuum! pressure.! ! Flash! chromatography!afforded!pure!35!as!a!white!foam!(766!mg,!93%).! !RF!=!0.45!(9:1!DCM/MeOH).! !1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CD3OD):! !δ!1.95!(m,!2H),!2.49!(m,!1H),!2.90!(m,!1H),!3.26!(d,!1H),!3.60!(m,!2H),!4.05!(m,!1H),!4.49!(d,!1H)!6.48!(t,!1H),!7.52!(t,!2H),!7.60!(t,!1H),!8.05!(d,!2H),!8.50!(s,!1H),!8.70!(s,!1H).! !13C!NMR!(100!MHz;!CD3OD):! !δ!12.62,!19.74,!29.27,!
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36.15,! 38.85,! 44.07,! 58.39,! 74.10,! 84.34,! 124.02,! 127.99,! 128.32,! 132.45,! 142.96,!149.64,!151.71.!!ESIKMS!(positive):!!392.10![M!+!Na]+!(HSMS!calculated!392.1335).!
Compound!36!
! Pure!35!(766!mg,!2.07!mmol)!was!dissolved!in!anhydrous!pyridine,!and!the!resultant!solution!was!stirred!under!nitrogen!at! room!temperature.! !TEA!(375!μL,!2.59!mmol),!DMTKCl!(878!mg,!2.59!mmol)!and!dimethylaminopyridine!(25!mg,!0.21!mmol)!were!then!added!in!a!stepwise!manner!and!the!solution!was!allowed!to!react!for!16!hours!before!being!quenched!with!MeOH.! !Volatiles!were! removed!and! the!resultant!orange!oil!was!coKevaporated!with!toluene!(3x).! !The!crude!was!then!reKdissolved! in! DCM,! washed! with! NaHCO3! (2x)! and! brine! (1x),! dried! over! sodium!sulfate! and! concentrated! under! vacuum! pressure.! ! Flash! chromatography!(96:3.5:0.5!DCM/MeOH/TEA)!was!utilized!to!provide!pure!36!as!a!white!foam!(1.12!g,!81%).!!RF!=!0.40!(19:1!DCM/MeOH).!!1H!NMR!(500!MHz;!CDCl3):!!δ!2.03!(m,!2H),!2.58!(m,!1H),!2.81!(m,!1H),!3.17!(m,!1H),!3.45!(d,!1H),!3.77!(s,!6H),!3.99!(d,!1H),!4.53!(d,!1H),!5.28!(s,!1H),!6.33!(t,!1H),!6.77!(d,!4H),!7.22!(t,!1H),!7.27!(t,!6H),!7.40!(d,!2H),!7.48! (t,! 2H),!7.52! (t,! 1H),!8.02! (d,!2H),!8.06! (s,!1H),!8.53! (s,!1H),!9.21! (s,!1H).! ! 13C!NMR! (100!MHz;! CDCl3):! ! δ! 33.92,! 39.69,! 55.22,! 60.79,! 74.30,! 83.98,! 85.85,! 87.08,!113.30,! 123.62,! 126.96,! 127.89,! 128.00,! 128.83,! 129.84,! 132.76,! 133.67,! 135.53,!135.62,!141.27,!144.41,!149.51,!151.31,!152.56,!158.56.! !ESIKMS!(positive):! !672.24![M!+!H]+!(HSMS!calculated!672.2823).!
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Compound!37!




Reagents,!resins!and!phosphoramidites!were!purchased!from!Glen!Research.!!Sequences!were!synthesized!on!an!Applied!Biosystems!394!DNA/RNA!synthesizer!using!standard!solid!phase!techniques!on!a!oneKμmole!scale.!!A!standard!twoKminute!coupling!protocol!was!used!for!all!native!nucleoside!phosphoramidites!(exceptions!noted! below),! while! a! 10Kminute! coupling! time! was! utilized! for! nonKnatural!nucleoside!phosphoramidites.!!All!natural!phosphoramidites!coupling!directly!after!a! nonKnatural! phosphoramidite! were! also! provided! with! a! 10Kminute! wait! time.!!NonKnatural! nucleoside! phosphoramidites! were!manually! diluted!with! anhydrous!ACN! to! a! final! concentration! of! 0.1!M.! ! Average! stepwise! yields!were! determined!through!UV!absorption!(λ!=!495!nm)!by!way!of!measuring!the!cleaved!DMT!groups!(the! 5’Kterminal! DMT! moiety! was! left! attached).! ! Sequences! were! generally!synthesized!with!yields!exceeding!97%.!
Upon! completion! of! synthesis,! oligomers! were! cleaved! from! the! resin! by!being!subjected!to!12!hours!of!ammonium!hydroxide!at!55!°C.!!The!supernatant!was!sequestered!and!volatiles!were!removed!with!a!Jouan!RC1010!vacuum!concentrator.!!The!cleaved!DNA!was!dissolved!in!MilliQ!water!(5!mL)!and!any!remaining!resin!was!removed!via!syringe!filtration.!
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FullKlength!oligomers!were!separated!from!truncated!sequences!and!cleaved!protecting!groups!via!HPLC!using!a!C18!column!(0.46!cm!x!23!cm).!!The!two!mobile!phases! used!were! defined! as! Standard! A! (50!mM! triethylammonium! acetate,! 5%!ACN,!pH!=!7)!and!Standard!B!(50!mM!triethylammonium!acetate,!70%!ACN,!pH!=!7),!and!the!generic!solvent!gradient!is!shown!below.!
Time!(min)! Flow!Rate!(mL/min)! %!Standard!A! %!Standard!B!0! 3.0! 100! 0!2! 3.0! 100! 0!8! 3.0! 70! 30!33! 3.0! 0! 100!
Table!3.6:!!HPLC!gradient!used!for!the!purification!of!ssDNA!sequences.!Collected! fractions! containing! the! desired! product! were! aggregated,! and!volatiles!were!removed!via!rotary!evaporation.!




! Complements!of! ssDNA!were!combined! in!an!Eppendorf! tube!such! that! the!final!concentration!of!each!strand!was!0.5!μM.! !The!mixture!was!diluted! to!a! total!volume!of!1.25!mL!with!a!20!mM!sodium!phosphate!hybridization!buffer! (pH!=!7,!either!100!mM!or!1!M!NaCl).!!Each!sample!was!heated!at!95!°C!for!five!minutes,!and!was! then! allowed! to! return! to! room! temperature! over! the! course! of! an! hour.!!Samples!were!then!equilibrated!at!4!°C!for!60!minutes,!and!a!1.0!mL!aliquot!of!each!was!utilized!for!each!experiment.!
! Temperature!scans!were!run!on!an!Aviv!Spectrophotometer!Model!14DS!UVKVis.!!Samples!were!monitored!from!a!range!of!4!°C!to!95!°C!at!a!wavelength!of!260!nm.!!Absorbance!readings!were!recorded!at!every!degree,!with!an!equilibration!time!of! 30! seconds! corresponding! to! every! step.! ! Upon! reaching! the! maximum!temperature,! samples! were! returned! to! 4! °C! with! wait! times! of! 30! seconds! per!degree.! ! Tm! values! were! obtained! from! the! data! acquired! by! taking! the! first!derivative!of!the!melting!curve.!
Ethidium!Bromide!Intercalation!Studies!
! Complementary! pairs! of! ssDNA!were! diluted! in! a! hybridization! buffer! (20!mM!phosphate,!100!mM!NaCl,!pH!=!7)!to!a!final!concentration!of!0.5!μM!and!heated!at!95!°C!for!five!minutes.!!The!DNA!solutions!were!then!allowed!to!cool!to!50!°C,!at!which! point! ethidium! bromide! was! added! (final! concentration! =! 0.5! μM).! ! After!
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3.14!Pertinent!HPLC!Traces!
!
Figure!3.16:!!HPLC!Traces!for!the!control!ssDNA!sequences.!
!
Figure!3.17:!!HPLC!traces!for!ssDNA!containing!6’KdA!substitutions.!
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!
Figure!3.18:!!HPLC!traces!for!ssDNA!containing!6’KdT!substitutions.!
3.15!Additional!Temperature!Scans!
!
Figure!3.19:!!Melting!curves!of!6’KdA!substituted!ssDNA!with!control!sequences!at!1!M!NaCl.!
!
Figure!3.20:!!Melting!curves!of!6’KdT!substituted!ssDNA!with!control!sequences!at!1!M!NaCl.!
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!
Figure!3.21:!!Melting!curves!of!the!efforts!towards!annealing!GA62!with!CA62!and!GT62!with!CT62!(100!mM!NaCl).!
!
Figure!3.22:!!Melting!curves!of!the!duplexes!formed!between!complementary!ssDNA!containing!6’KdA!and!extended!3’KdT!substitutions!at!1!M!NaCl.!
!
Figure!3.23:!!Melting!curves!of!the!CKControl!paired!with!both!GA62!and!GT62!in!the!presence!of!ethidium!bromide!at!100!mM!NaCl.!
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!
Figure!3.24:!!Melting!curve!of!the!postKannealing!process!of!GA62!and!CA62!in!the!presence!of!ethidium!bromide!at!100!mM!NaCl.!
!
Figure!3.25:!!Melting!curves!of!the!postKannealing!processes!for!CA62!opposite!both!GT62!and!GT32!in!the!presence!of!ethidium!bromide!at!100!mM!NaCl.!
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3.16!1H,!13C!and!31P!NMR!Spectra!
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